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FORMER UK MARSHALLS
REGISTERED CONTRACTOR

All aspects of building work and
hard landscaping
Certificates & Portfolio availbale

678946301

For Rent Aquilar
300m2 Covered retail spaceplus 250
m2 outside fenced area. Ideally situated on the outskirts of Xativa
600 euros per month

Tel 634153664
ALCOSSEBRE, CASTELLON 5 Bedroom House with
Swimming pool 159,000 euros

Private Sale TEL Mandy 698201986
More details, Photos can be seen at
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
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Radical future plans for Oliva and
Gandia

A

lthough no firm date has been set
the walk out is expected to start
on or around August 18 and to last for
three days. More than 2 million airline
passengers are expected to be travelling during this time, including an estimated 300,000 Britons.
The 2,300 controllers, who earn
£167,000-a-year on average, are
locked in a dispute with the Spanish
Government claiming they are being
forced to work excessively long hours.
A government decree which outlined changes to controllers’ working
hours and reductions in overtime pay,
prompted anger from union members.
The USCA union, representing around
95 per cent of the controllers, held a
ballot with 98 per cent in favour of industrial action.
Spain’s development minister Jose
Blanco defended the new decrees,
insisting they improved working conditions.
The Spanish Confederation of Hotels
and Tourist Establishments warned
that the strike would have “serious
economic consequences” for the tourism industry, which accounts for 11
per cent of the country’s economy.

vinocamino.com
Increase your chances of winning a
share of Euromillions jackpot by

3.600%

www.traderlotto.com

Summer
BBQ Party
featuring
X-Factor finalist

LIVE

BBQ from 7pm - 9 pm Saturday 21st August
Daniel Evans & disco
from 9pm ‘till late
Entrance by ticket
only - Adults and
children aged 10 yrs
and over - 10 euros
Under 10 yrs - 5 euros
Tickets available directly from the Magpies Bar
ring 962 728 208 for information or
e-mail amandamagpies@gmail.com

great wines, great prices
Trader special offer!

Tel 977 426 419

Carboot Rastro

Public: 9.30 - 1.30
Stall Holders from 7.30

Call 630949816

www.myvalencianhome.com

Email: myvalencianhome@yahoo.co.uk

BAR
R E S TAU R A N T

Every Saturday
FANTASTIC LOCATION. 10 MINS
FROM OLIVA AND PEGO. OVER
100 STALLS

A BOULEVARD connecting Gandia and
Oliva with factories, shops and other industry, linked by a regular public transport system, is one of the regional government’s ambitious plans for the next
20 years.
They hope to use the existing N-332
linking the two towns, and to coincide
it with the long-awaited Gandia-Dénia
train line, which would connect the cities of Valencia and Alicante by rail along
the coast.
The Generalitat hopes to then extend
the boulevard northwards to Tavernes
de la Valldigna, which they say has
great potential for housing more industrial buildings.
María Ángeles Ureña, regional secretary for the ministry of the environment
and development, was in Tavernes last
week to discuss the region’s 20-year
strategy for the area.
It will also include tidying up and promoting the rural footpaths along the
Serpis and Vaca rivers in the area, and
of the Mondúver mountain and the
Pego-Oliva Marjal.
“It is very important that local councils
get involved, because what they decide
now will affect the future of La Safor,”
says Ureña.
Other plans could include expanding
Gandia port and basing more industry
there, dualling the N-332, and extending the Gandia campus of the University
of Valencia to make it more prominent
in academic terms.

BRI T I S H OPEN ALL YEAR
OWNED C AMPING

El Vergel Safari Park

OP E N T O
PUBLIC

PITCHES FROM 2000€ A YEAR

3 MONTH SPECIAL 795€. FISH
www.campingalegria.com
&
info@campingalegria.com CHIPS

CTRA.N-340 KM.1046
12580 BENICARLO
CASTELLON

Tel 964470871
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controllers
voted to
strike

FREE!
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FIREWOOD PARRA

Tel Gary 962728195
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Alicante
- Valencia - Castellon - Tarragona - Barcelona

KARAOKE

etc...

Tel 962 728 066, Mobile 637 185 746. Spanish: 663 562 877 .

Ref 4024, in Villar del Arzobispo, Three spacious bedrooms, one Lounge, one big Kitchen, new
fitted in bathroom, Terrace, Pool. Full solar system & generator, Big water Deposit.Beautiful
views, ready to move in. 2772 plot, 105m2 Living Space. .............................Price 99,950€
Ref 4069, in Casinos .Two bedrooms , one Bathroom, Lounge with fireplace, Kitchen, Paellero,
Garage. Easy to fit a swimming pool in. Solar system and generator backup, and very large
water deposit. Plot size is 2,286m2, Living space 85m2. ...............
Price: 89,000€
Ref 3968, in Pedralba. Fully modernized, ready to move in villa. 3 double bedrooms, Kitchen ,
Lounge, 1 bathroom, terrace. 2500m2 plot and 110 m2 living space. Mains water, full solar
system & generator electric...................................................................... Price: 89,000euros
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Behind the blushes: most
embarrassing work mishaps
revealed
If you’ve ever had a hot and cold moment as
you realise you’ve done something unprofessional at work then you’re not alone. In
fact, two thirds of British workers admit to
having had a job-related embarrassing mishap, with men more prone to such calamities than women – 72% compared to 63%*.
The research by vocational distance learning
provider Home Learning College revealed a
range of faux pas from the mildly awkward to
the spine-chillingly inappropriate.
Topping the list of embarrassing mistakes
for 10% of men is calling their boss ‘mum’ or
‘dad’, while only 3% of women mentioned this
as their most uncomfortable moment. This is
closely followed by 9% of men who have been
caught in an inappropriate situation with a
colleague at a work party. Just 6% of women
agreed this was their most embarrassing professional slip-up.
The fairer sex, however, are plagued by wardrobe malfunctions. Clothes-related incidents,
such as their skirt being stuck in their pants or
wearing slippers into the office, have caused
red cheeks for 9% of women, compared to
just 4% of men.
Interestingly, men and women are equally
likely to bring shame on themselves by vomiting in front of their boss of colleagues due to
over-indulgence – an occurrence experienced
by a startling 5% of the working population.
A further 9% of men and women admit to having sent an unprofessional or bitchy email to
the wrong person – very often the subject of
the message and the last person they would
want to read their inappropriate comments.
“Most of us try to maintain at least some
semblance of a professional persona in the
workplace,” says Dave Snow Academic Director at Home Learning College. “However,
over the course of our working lives it’s likely
that we will all have at least one memory
that makes us cringe with embarrassment.
If you’ve shown yourself up at work then you
can either face the situation with your head
held high or wipe the slate clean and start
again in a new company. If you need to move
on to pastures new then you might want to
think about boosting your CV with a professional, vocational qualification that will give
you something positive to talk about in interviews.”
Top five embarrassing work mishaps (men and
women)
9% - Mistakenly sending an unprofessional or
bitchy email to the wrong person
9% - Being caught in an inappropriate situation
with a colleague at a work party
7% - Having a ‘wardrobe malfunction’ i.e. skirt
stuck in pants, wearing slippers into the office
6% - Calling my boss mum/dad
5% - Vomiting in front of my boss or colleagues due
to over indulgence

EMAIL:

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

Cable To 1.60?

T

he pound jumped to a six month high
against the US dollar this morning amid
hopes that the recovery is gaining momentum. It hit $1.5963 which is the strongest level since early February and traded at a
one month high of 1.2083 against the euro.
Investors are betting on the UK’s economy
outpacing the US recovery, which economists fear is only months from slipping back
into recession. The question is can sterling
push on past 1.60?
British Manufacturing had another good
month with production rising in July for the
fourteenth consecutive month, although at a
slightly slower pace with Eurozone wobbles
weighing on exports. The Markit/Chartered
Institute of Purchasing and Supply (CIPS)
manufacturing PMI fell to 57.3 in July, from
57.6 in June, beating a consensus forecast
of 57.0. This reading remains well above the
50 mark that divides contraction from expansion. The index held close to May’s 15year high of 58.1 and a jump in new orders
growth from June’s level suggested the slight
dip merely marked a stabilisation at a high
level.
The pound was also help by HSBC, the UK’s
largest bank that reported pre-tax profits of
£7bn for the first six months of 2010 - more
than double its profits for the same time last
year. The bank said it was profitable in every
region, except for North America where it saw
losses of $80m. Shareholders will receive a
second dividend this year, totaling $1.4bn.
HSBC have been quick to comment on the
fact that new loans to small companies were
up by 38% and is bankrolling 2,500 startups a week. This was a poignant response
to Mervin Kings comments last week about
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Report by Tim Lewis
Currencies Direct

banks unfairly turning away viable businesses and highlights that in this case his theory
is not proven. The UK’s other major banks
Lloyds, Barclays and RBS are due to report
their results later this week. Unlike Lloyds
and RBS, HSBC survived the financial crisis
without receiving direct government support.
In a sign of the improving conditions in the
banking sector, it said the amount of money
set aside to cover bad loans had fallen to
$7.5bn - the lowest level since the crisis began in 2008.
The Euro stayed near three month highs
against the dollar after improvement in risk
appetite and the release of positive manufacturing data from Europe. Meanwhile, the
dollar hovered near three month lows against
a basket of currencies following Bernanke’s
comments indicating the US economy is still
far from a full recovery, forcing the Fed to
keep interest rates low.
The Bank of England and the European Central Bank are scheduled to announce the
results of their policy deliberations on Thursday. Although neither of the central banks are
set to change interest rates, the subsequent
policy statements will be closely analysed to
gauge the timing and scope of any changes
over the coming months. These economic
reports will be the key driver in the currency
markets this week, culminating in the closely
watched labour report on Friday.

THE MISSING 10 MILLION
By Mike Walsh
Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi is the
latest national leader to head a campaign encouraging holidaymakers to put their country
first by opting for a staycation. Having won the
Italian parliament’s vote in favour of a controversial austerity package he is reminding
Italians that holidaying at home will enhance
Italy’s credit rating.
His appeal following Britain’s now faltering initiative to persuade Britons to put their country first by seeing what Britain has to offer as
an alternative to holidays abroad. New figures
just released reveal 2009 as witnessing the
fastest drop in Britons travelling abroad in
forty years.
According to the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) 58.6 million trips abroad were undertaken by Britons last year. This was a huge
drop from 2008 when 69 million holidaymakers ventured to foreign climes. This reversed
a trend that has seen a 4% annual increase in
British travel abroad over the past 25 years.
The better news is that the figures for British
visits to France and Spain stayed roughly the
same but those who did arrive spent considerably less whilst here. On a tighter austerity
budget Britons spent £5.1 billion less when
travelling abroad.
Mike Walsh - Freelance Journalism, Marketing and Photography A Place in the Sun

www.michaelwalsh.es

The contents of this report are for information purposes
only. It is not intended as a recommendation to trade or a
solicitation for funds. Currencies Direct cannot be held responsible for any loss or damages arising from any action
taken following consideration of this information.

don’t get squeezed by the
banks on exchange

Regional figures
Londoners are the most likely to have embarrassed themselves at work. Almost three
quarters (73%) of workers in the capital admitted to a business-related mishap, compared
to just 60% in Yorkshire and the Humber. The
most common mistake was calling their boss
mum or dad (12%) followed by sending an unsuitable email to the wrong person (11%).
People working in the South West are most
likely to have vomited in front of their boss or
colleague due to over indulgence (8%), while
their peers in Wales are least likely to have
suffered this fate.
Scottish employees are most likely to have
been caught in an inappropriate situation
with a colleague at a work party (10%) and
have suffered the most wardrobe malfunctions (9%).
Workers in the West Midlands and South
East share the dubious honour of being most
likely to have sent an unprofessional or bitchy
email to someone other than the intended recipient (12%).
*Research conducted amongst 3,000 British
adults in employment
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For money
office to find out the safe and easy
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Drop in tourist numbers
blamed on volcanic ash
NUMBERS of tourists travelling to
Spain fell in the first half of this year,
reports the ministry of industry, commerce and tourism.
Although possibly partially due to the
recession, the ministry attributes the
drop of 1.8 per cent in holidaymaker
figures to the ash cloud that left flights
grounded when Iceland’s Eyjäfjällajøkull volcano erupted in the early part
of 2010.
In total, 23 million tourists visited the
country in the first six months of this
year.
But during the weeks when European
airspace was shut, the number of holidaymakers travelling to the country
dropped by 13 per cent.
A year-on-year increase was seen in
June of 1.7 per cent, however, following May’s increase of 1.1 per cent.
This leads the tourist authority to believe that it was the volcanic eruption
that caused traveller numbers to fall
rather than the economic crisis.

Euribor rises for first time in
18 months
THE Euribor went up again in July by
1.417 per cent, which will mean a very
slight increase in monthly mortgage
payments.
It means that the gradual fall in mortgages now appears to be at an end,
after 18 months of the Eurozone’s
interest rate having fallen consecutively.
At the close of July, the rate stood at
1.373 per cent.

www.thewarehousespain.com
Great for buying and selling stuff
Take a look if your buying
Sellers try it out for Free

www.thetraderonline.es
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Manhunt for British
killer
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Inflation rises for the first
time in months
INFLATION went up last month for the
first time last month as a result of food,
non-alcoholic drinks, gas and packaged
holidays going up in price.
The increase in the costs of cigarettes
and alcohol also contributed to the IPCA
– Spain’s answer to the retail prices index – increasing from 1.5 per cent to 1.9
per cent.
Although combined with the IVA rise of
July 1, this could lead to households being forced to spend more, it is a sign that
the recession is abating since Spain was
in deflation until recently as a result of
the economic crisis.

More autonomy for teachers
in state schools

A WANTED British killer is
on the run after reportedly
murdering an Irish holidaymaker in Benalmádena
(Málaga).
The Dublin-born dad of
two, Mr O’Neill, was shot
in front of his friends and
his partner on the terrace
of a bar in Benalmádena
last Wednesday.
Police say the 40-year-old
had travelled to the Costa
del Sol for a friend’s wedding, and was shot whilst
attempting to resolve an
argument.
The brawl began when British-born Darren O’Flaherty
started banging forcefully
on the door of a cubicle in
the men’s toilets.
After he was ordered
to leave the premises,
O’Flaherty, 35, reportedly

returned with a .38-calibre
pistol and fired five or six
shots in and around the
bar.
Mr O’Neill was killed instantly as a result of a
shot in his back, after
which O’Flaherty fled the
scene.
The Liverpool-born killer
is wanted by British police
after fleeing the country
to avoid prison for kidnapping and robbery offences.
Police in the UK say the
accused threatened a
lorry-driver with a knife
for several hours back in
2006, after stopping him
on a motorway in North
Yorkshire.
O’Flaherty then reportedly
drove the victim to Liverpool and stole the con-

tents of the lorry, mostly
electrical goods, and
loaded these into a warehouse.
Next, he drove the victim
and his lorry back to Skelmersdale
(Lancashire)
before releasing the driver
and setting the vehicle
alight.
It is thought that O’Flaherty
had been living in a rented
apartment in Benalmádena with a girlfriend, although nobody has seen
either party since the
shoot-out.
UK officers are in close
contact with police on the
Costa del Sol and anyone
who may have information about the murder or
the killer’s whereabouts
is asked to contact their
nearest police station.

Three corpses in 24 hours
found off Jávea coast

www.traderlotto.com

THREE bodies were found in the space of
24 hours close to the coasts of Jávea, Altea
and Calpe last week, leading emergency
services to believe that a raft-full of immigrants may have capsized on the high
seas.
All three bodies, discovered 20 kilometres
out to sea from the Cabo de la Nao cape
in Jávea and about 13 miles from Calpe
and Altea were said to be in a decomposed
state and wearing dark clothes.
The grim discovery was made by fishermen,
who firstly found two corpses and then another 12 hours later.
Police have not ruled out finding further
bodies in the sea over the next few days,
particularly bearing in mind that another,
as yet unidentified, corpse surfaced in the
same area on May 30 this year.
And at the beginning of July, a number of immigrants attempting to make their way into
Spain from North Africa were found sailing
into shore both in Benidorm and Santa Pola
on wooden rowing boats.
Forensics are currently identifying the bodies and attempting to ascertain whether the
victims drowned, or were thrown into the
water after they had already perished.

TEACHERS will have more authority to
discipline kids and decide on teaching
methods in state schools, the regional
government has decided this month.
A new law – the draft of which was approved in Parliament at the end of July –
will mean that teachers in state schools
have far more autonomy than those in
private schools.
The latter only have a certain level of authority to make decisions related to disciplining of children who misbehave.
But teachers in state-run schools will also
be allowed to make decisions concerning
how to teach certain subjects and how to
correct both work and behaviour.
The law will recognise that teachers in
state schools are treated in the same
manner as ‘any other public authority’.

Increase in ‘legal’ foreign
workers last month
THE number of foreign workers ‘going
legal’ increased by over 16,000 in June,
reveals the Social Security office.
They say there are now nearly 1.9 million
non-Spanish workers – both employed
and self-employed – who are ‘on the system’ and either paying their own social
security every month or having it paid by
an employer.
This translates to an increase of 0.86
per cent on figures in May this year.
However, the number has dropped considerably since June 2009, when some
30,277 more people were on the social
security system.
In other words, the year-on-year figures
have fallen by 1.57 per cent.
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Extra rubbish tax
causes outcry
amongst residents
For all your insurance needs under one roof.
All types of Motor insurance
Buildings and Contents – Private and Commercial
Travel, Pet, Marine & Funeral Plans
Life Assurance, Pensions, Loan Protection,
Accident and Health Insurance
For your free quote at competitive prices
Call us now 977493607/977 457017
www.catalunyainsuranceservices.com
Email:sales@catalunyainsuranceservices.com

Car repairs on all Makes and Models
Revision - Brakes Oil Leaks - Tracking
- Shock asorbers . Replacement Batteries - Tinted glass - Car Music System
Second Hand Cars for sale.
Translation Machine, if you don’t
speak Spanish. We have many
satisfied English Customers.
Av. Caballer Ximen De Tovia, 13- Xativa On
the main road along from the Train Station

Ontinyent Rastro
Open Wed, Fri, Sat, Sun 10am - 2pm

Find us on the industrial estate, behind
the old Eroski opposite Mcdonalds

Rastro closed from Thursday 19th to
Tuesday 24th of August for Fiesta week
English Shop Full Engli
sh Breakfast
Cafeteria
4,15 €
Books Cards
Spanish lessons Fridays
Furniture,
Clothes
10.30 - 12.30 5€
Mobile phones Gold
to buy and sell
Hairdresser and
Eve
ry Sun 11.00-1.00.
much more
Outside Spaces Available weather permitting
Legal advice centre, (wills Spanish &
English) Last sunday of every month

Please Contact: Sue 669339248
or Gill 696709886

RESIDENTS in the Ribera
district and the Valldigna are
furious that a new tax covering treatment of household
waste – in addition to their
existing annual rubbish rates
– has been applied without
telling them.
They say their local councils
have not even bothered to
send letters to them to tell
them how much they will
have to pay.
One woman said she received
a letter claiming local authorities had called at her house
twice and she was not in.
“That’s impossible, because
I haven’t left my home for
days,” she states.
Each district is now responsible for managing its own
recycling process and public

rubbish tips, which has led
to extra tax being slapped
on residents in towns where
more recycling is carried out,
in order to cover the costs.
“This is just going to make
people decide not to recycle
their rubbish,” another woman, from Alzira, commented.
“We already have to pay our
council tax and rubbish tax.
With even more taxes to be
paid, how are we supposed
to afford to eat?” queried a
third.
Alzira council says it has been
collecting complaint letters
and petitions for the last two
weeks against the extra tax.
The refuse treatment headquarters in Guadassuar says
it has already had 900 written complaints.
And the councillor in charge
of rubbish collection for the
Ribera Alta, Ribera Baixa and
the Valldigna has complained

Three-year setback for new
health centres in Cocentaina
and Castalla
NEW health centres promised for Cocentaina
and Castalla will now not open until at least
2013.
Regional minister of health, Manuel Cervera,
announced this disappointing news at the
weekend – despite the fact that plans for the
two clinics have been on the budget since
2006 and 2009 respectively.
Socialist MP Rebeca Soler has called for a
‘logical explanation’ for the delay and the
fact that the project has been over-valued by
more than 100 per cent. She calls the PP’s
budgets ‘propaganda’ and accuses them of
false promises.
The expansion works on the doctor’s surgery
in Cocentaina will not now start until the latter half of 2011 and it is unlikely the centre
will be open before the last quarter of 2012.
Patients in Castalla will have to wait even
longer, with work starting on building a new
health centre at the end of 2011 and not finishing until 2013.
The work was originally budgeted at 700,000
euros, but later paperwork placed it at nearer
1.5 million. Cervera admitted, when questioned, that he did not know why the costs
had suddenly doubled.

Tel 902733622
about the ‘victimisation’ of
mayors in affected towns, because these have been ‘unable to defend the interests
of their people’.
Both Algemesí and Alzira
councils have called for the
deadline for the tax to be
paid to be put off until October, but the refuse treatment
headquarters is only prepared to postpone it until the
end of the month.
Alginet local authorities say
the tax increase ‘does not
buy any better service’ for
residents.
In Carlet and Carcaixent, local
authorities have decided to
absorb the new taxes themselves to avoid levying even
more duties on hard-pressed
families, paying for the process out of public funds saved
by recycling rubbish instead
of dumping it over the last
year.

Family holiday ends in tragedy
on AP-7 near El Verger
TWO children have been killed and their sister
and parents injured in a horrifying car crash
on the AP-7 level with El Verger last week.
A little girl of 12 and her brother, who was
nearly seven, were killed instantly in the impact when the family car veered off the road
into a ditch for reasons that have not yet been
clarified.
The little boy was still alive, but badly injured
and unconscious, when medical services
reached the scene, but died before they were
able to get him into a helicopter to be airlifted
to San Juan hospital near Alicante. Emergency services say the girl’s twin sister suffered
from a fractured femur and was rushed to Dénia hospital for surgery.
Their parents, aged 48 and 42, sustained
minor injuries. The family, originally from Toulouse but of North African origin, was said to
be travelling home to France after their holidays to celebrate the month of Ramadan.
Their car was piled high with suitcases and
presents, which could have blocked the driver’s view. The two deceased children were
seen flying through the closed windows of the
car, leading traffic police to believe they were
not wearing seatbelts. Officers were forced
to close off the southbound carriageway just
after the accident, at around 10.00hrs, and a
huge tailback was caused at the Oliva-Gandia
exit of the motorway as a result.
Police have warned drivers to exercise extra
caution on the roads during the month of
August, when traffic becomes heavier due to
tourism. Some of the main blackspots include
the A-3 exits at Requena, Siete Aguas, Quart
de Poblet and Ribarroja, the N-332 through
Oliva, Gandia and Bellreguard, and also further south through Altea, Torrevieja and Santa
Pola as well as the A-70 as it passes Alicante
and the motorway tolls at San Juan.

If You have a local Interest story Club
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Tel 902733622

DON’T CHUCK.............. IT SELL IT!
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Queen steps in to help sixyear-old cancer patient
THE plight of a six-year-old cancer sufferer
whose only hope is expensive treatement in
the USA has reached the Royal Household.
Nico, from Alcossebre (Castellón) touched
the heart of Queen Sofía – who is known for
her great love of children – after a nearby
neighbour in Sant Joan de Moró wrote to her
explaining the little boy’s situation.
The treatment he needs for his rare form of
neuroblastic cancer is not available anywhere
in Spain. It means his only chance of a cure
is at the Sloan Kettering Memorial Center in
New York, which will cost 350,000 US dollars.
Nico’s family have been sending out appeals
and saving hard to get the cash together so
that one of the world’s best surgeons can
treat their son. As yet, they have amassed
171,000 dollars (about 132,000 euros) but
this is still less than half the amount they
need for the operation and follow-up treatment. Queen Sofía wrote to the ministry of
health on Monday calling for them to step in
urgently.
As a result, Madrid’s Gregorio Marañón hospital has interviewed the child’s parents and
will carry out tests on him in September to
see how much of his treatment can be carried out in Spain before resorting to the private hospital in the Big Apple. Villarreal CF
has already arranged a festival in Alcalà de
Xivert to raise funds for Nico’s operation and
medication – an event that included many
famous faces. The Club also contacted the
Spanish football selection to ask them to donate part of the 600,000 euros they earned
from their World Cup win to the cause. Nico’s
parents have set up a Facebook site, www.
ayudaparanico.com, with a PayPal account
and also a text-messaging service that allows
users to make a donation.

Inland Car Boot
Sale / Rastro
Every Saturday and Sunday
Now Open
Large ﬂat shady pitches.
Licensed Bar / Food
Undercover seating area
Situated in Gaianes on cv750
from Muro de Alcoy

For stall enquiries
please phone
Jean 965515557 English
Kelly 650158177 Spanish
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Red Cross helps nearly 22,000
people in one month.
RED Cross volunteers have already helped
21,840 people on the region’s beaches
this summer, including rescuing 619 bathers in trouble and 45 boats in danger.
Most, however, involved minor injuries such
as burns, jellyfish stings and bruises, but a
total of 223 people on the Comunidad Valenciana’s 109 beaches were taken to hospital by the Red Cross in a serious condition
for various reasons, including heatstroke.
The majority of the Red Cross’ work has
been on the beaches in Jávea, Gandia, Dénia, Torrevieja, Guardamar del Segura, Santa Pola, Benicàssim, Valencia and Alicante,
with most being in the Alicante province – a
total of 11,134 people.
The smallest number of interventions has
been in the province of Castellón, with only
2,906 people needing attendance.
Although most beaches in the region have
seen millpond-calm waters and the green
flag flying almost constantly, the Red Cross
has reminded sun-seekers to pay attention
to warnings and not to enter the sea if they
see a red flag.
Doing so could not only cost bathers their
lives, but also those of lifeguards if they
choose to attempt to rescue them.
Lifeguards are not obliged to enter the water if a red flag is flying, but most do so out
of a sense of moral duty.
Hefty fines can be imposed on those who
break the rules.
When the yellow flag is hoisted, bathers
should exercise extra caution if they decide
to swim, and under-18s are not permitted to
enter the sea unless they are accompanied
by an adult who is a strong swimmer.
As well as rescue attempts and first aid, the
Red Cross has managed to find 535 children who have gone missing on the beach,
and helped over 5,000 people with disabilities access the beach and the sea and
spend the day sunbathing. This has largely
been made possible using inflatable chairs
specially adapted for those with movement
difficulties.

homeandgardens
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Economy grows for second
quarter running
SPAIN’S president, José
Luis Rodríguez Zapatero,
says the economy grew
more in the second quarter of 2010 than in the
first quarter.
Up to March, the economy
grew by just 0.1 per cent
of the country’s GNP, but
this is still positive news,
says Zapatero.
“For the second quarter
running, the economy has
grown and we’ve managed to keep this rhythm
going,” he announced last
week.
As yet, the growth for the
period from April to June

has not been calculated,
but provisional figures
suggest it is higher than in
the first quarter of 2010.
“But the main challenge
for Spain as a nation is
going to be recovering the
growth in employment,”
Zapatero continued.
He said the higher number
of small and medium enterprises in Catalunya
meant this region would
see even more positive
results from the controversial labour reform.
Additionally, the president
wants to make it obligatory
for all financial institutions

to make their solvency levels public.
“This transparency will allow the financial markets
to work out, with sufficient
accuracy, the situation
of the Spanish banking
market and its level of
resistance in the face of
adverse conditions,” explained Zapatero.
Despite suffering from
some of the worst unemployment figures and
state deficit in the whole
of Europe, Spain has not
had to step in to prevent
any of its banks from going under.

Catalunya bans
the bull
www.thewarehousespain.com
CATALUNYA
has become the first region
in mainland Spain to ban bullfights after a vote in the regional Parliament
last week.
From January 1, 2012, all bullfighting
will be prohibited in the region, following
the clamouring of 180,000 residents
who have been pushing for the move,
considering such events to be cruel.
Bull-running through the street, where
the animals are not killed or harmed,
may also be banned, but there is currently controversy over the matter as
bull-breeders and trainers fear loss of
their livelihood.
The region is the second in Spain as a
whole to ban the bull, since the Canary
Islands did so in 1991, but still permits
bull-runs where the animals come away
unscathed.
MPs voted 68 in favour of the ban, 55
against and nine abstaining.

State of emergency over
forest fire risk
THE Comunidad Valenciana is on redalert over the risk of forest first this summer.
As a result of the influx of vehicles over
August, due to the summer holidays, a
state of emergency has been declared
and any type of fire in the open – including barbecues and paellas – has been
banned in all three provinces.
Forestry brigades and firefighters are on
If You have a local Interest story Club
Group or Charity Event
Tel 902733622

Family owned British company offering
you a full range of home, garden,
maintenance and building services.

_d IfW_d
Our Services Include:
Building
Work
Exterior

Building
Work
Interior

Swimming Tree
Swimming
Pools
Surgery
Pools

New Builds
Renovations
Septic Tanks
Driveways
Stone Walls
Fencing

Kitchens
Plumbing
Electrics
Tiling
Interior
Design

Building
Pools
Re-tiling
Cleaning and
Maintenance

QUALIFIED BRITISH TRADESPEOPLE

•

Crown Lifting
Tree Felling
Pollarding
Stump
Removal
Hedge
Cutting
Land
Clearance

Home
Services

For Sale
Items

Winter
Check
Summer
Check
Key Holding
Service
General
Repairs
Gardening

Sale Items
See Our
Website
For Details

T: 96 55 31 330 www.HomeandGardensLiving.eu M: 659 101 507
Fully Licensed
Construction company
Undertaking all aspects
of building works.
A Proffesional service
from start to finish
Business for sale. First class supermarket and internet cafe. Ideal
for a couple to run. For sale due to
owners retirement. To include all
stock. 60,000 euros.
Ground floor 3 bed. apartment
with private courtyard. Furnished.
79,000 euros
Oliva 4th floor apartment, no lift,
large with 4 beds. 69,000 euros.
Monte Pego, Spectacular views,
reformed apartment, 95,000 euros.
Oliva beach, 2 bed. ground floor
apartment with parking. 91,000 e
Bella Vista, 3 bed villa with pool. Needs
TLC. but great bargain. 176,000 euros.

ASSA for health care and funeral expenses

maximum alert and ready to drop everything and rush to the scene of any fire at
a moment’s notice.
The ministry has warned the public not
to smoke when walking through rural
areas, nor to throw cigarette butts or
matches from car windows or let off any
king of fireworks or firecrackers.
Anyone who starts a forest fire – even
accidentally – could face a massive fine
and a prison sentence.

Beneficial Pre-paid
Funeral
Plans
Provided by Golden Leaves
a name you can trust!

BENEFICIAL
INSURANCE SERVICE
SPAIN

The Spanish way of funerals can often lead
to misunderstanding and leave people
confused at a time of distress, particularly
when your family and friends are a long way
from home. Will they know what to do, who
to call? Planning ahead and making provisions for your funeral will save the trauma
of knowing who they can turn to and by
planning ahead you can organize and arrange things according to your wishes.
Our secure, dignified and personal service
will give you peace
of mind in the knowledge that your funds
are backed by our
guarantee of trust.

Telephone: 965791222
Mobile: 625 470 765
info@beneficialspain.com
www.beneficialspain.com

Inflation Proof
Funeral Plans bought
at Today´s Prices will
Save you Money

Golden Leaves Funeral Plans are NOT an insurance policy
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Your Horoscope for the month of August
bY

Annabel Burton
Astrologer
august for Aries How you handle yourself this month depends a lot of what you decide at the
outset. There are some challenges and hurdles as your ruler Mars, gets up close and personal to Saturn,
showing you exactly where you are blocked and narrowing your options. Still, this allows you to be unusually
focused and the potential for success is great, as long as you are clear about what you want. Underneath
there is an element of finding your passion and following this, and at least you know what you don’t want.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
august for Taurus

This month your family set up is under the spotlight; you could be reconnecting with people you haven’t seen for awhile and you naturally gravitate to those who are trustworthy
and familiar. There is a lot to be said with the comfort and security of the predictable. There is a reason for
this as your working situation coul dbe changing and you need to get trusted advice about how this will turn
out for you. Jupiter in your twelfth house has you seeking the truth on a deeper and more spiritual level.
Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

august for Gemini

While you are deeply fascinated as events this month unfold in the world
at large, for you this is an opportunity for learning and discovering fresh insights. Chances are you will meet
people who can offer some exciting information that could lead you to pastures new and you are going
through a kind of reinvention process. Make a note of the New Moon on the 10th to be the starting point.
Later this month, from around the 23rd, turn your attention to establishing a routine and find a better work
life balance. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

august for Cancer This month your focus is on values - what you value, your money situation

and more importantly, how you value yourself. If you need to give yourself a boost then go for it, particularly
at the start of the August. You are juggling quite complex issues and it’s easy to lose sight of what’s really
important with the demands of others. The New Moon on the 10th is the start of something which will be
much better for you, so perhaps a new job or income stream. Take note of your intuition on the 24th at the
time of the Full Moon. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

august for Leo This is the month where you make your mark and can be most effective to
bring about satisfaction and change in your life. You have been working steadily towards this but haven’t
seen as much success as you would like. But Jupiter is still giving you a boost and it’s important to be open
minded and not be constrained by limited thinking. After the 24th you are likely to be better off as a result
of your work at the start of the month. Cultivate interesting contacts with new people. Find out more www.
AnnabelBurton.tv
august for Virgo

While you may be in two minds initially and feel under pressure to make a
commitment, bid your time and do things your own way. Both Venus and Mercury are in your sign now and
these two give you the power of persuasion and the ability to make the complex simple. You are acting as
something of a go between just now, either with friends or family. It may feel as though you are going unnoticed but this is not the case. The Sun moves into your sign after the 24th and at last you get to where
you were headed at the start of August. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

august for Libra There is no getting away from the intensity and the drama that is playing out

this month and right at the start you are facing important decisions and life choices. Mars is in your sign
for the whole of August, and this can empower you, give you courage and the ability to take on what you
wouldn’t have dreamt of before, with dazzling consequences. It’s a good time for starting new ventures
and taking the initiative and your natural leadership qualities inspire others upwards and onwards. Find
out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

august for Scorpio

The first week of this month is helpful concerning your life path and career direction so make the most of opportunities here and have the confidence to apply for something that
initially seems out of your league. It’s by taking a leap of faith that you get to do what you always wanted
to do but didn’t think you could. Your ruler, Pluto, is in a challenging position early on so be prepared for
the unexpected. this tends to ease as the month continues and the Full Moon on the 24th marks a turning
point and a culmination of something dear to your heart. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv

august for Sagittarius While you maybe dealing with situations you hadn’t planned for this
month, unexpected benefits indicate that the unexpected can bring its own rewards through synchronicity.
Your ruler, Jupiter, is briefly in your fellow fire sign of Aries and you get a taster of things to come but the
main event is not here yet. Meanwhile continue to cultivate areas of enjoyment and what gives life meaning. It’s too easy to be focused on simply working hard and getting by. You need plenty of stimulation and
variety. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
august for Capricorn You are looking back a little and taking stock of what the year has
brought so far, and there have been one or two stunning successes and interesting adventures. If there
haven’t been enough in your opinion, then this month a little reinvention paves the way for more of what
you want but it doesn’t happen automatically. Something has to give and while you may be letting go with
one hand, you are definitely gaining with the other. It’s down to your own initiative, however, but you do get
some surprising support from elsewhere too. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
august for Aquarius Saturn’s move into Libra can be surprisingly helpful to for your endeavours and will continue to be so for some time to come. It’s true that you are dealing with all sorts of
other issues just now, some of which cannot be helped but need to be accepted, but you are encouraged to
spread your wings and fly a little. Nothing happens over night but keep your visions of what could be clear
in your mind as the right attitude is the fuel for your dreams. This month favours partnerships too and it’s
a good time for Aquarians to make a commitment. Find out more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
august for Pisces Although Uranus, planet of change, has briefly left your sign, it is back again

until next year. Still you may have had a brief insight into what is possible and there are changes in your
financial situation. You want more worth in your life and can be downsizing to gain in other ways that matter. For now, you are intensely practical and you are working out the logistics of doing what you need to do,
rather than getting caught up in idling thinking about it. This month is about taking action at last. Find out
more www.AnnabelBurton.tv
© Copyright 21st Century, Annabel Burton web

Sipping Vodka
A new priest at his first
mass was so nervous he
could hardly speak.
After mass he asked the
monsignor how he had
done.
The monsignor replied,
‘When I am worried about
getting nervous on the
pulpit, I put a glass of vodka next to the water glass.
If I start to get
nervous, I take a sip.’
So next Sunday he took
the monsignor’s advice.
At the beginning of the
sermon, he got nervous
and took a drink.
He proceeded to talk up a
storm.

Upon his return to his
office after the mass, he
found the following note
on the door:
1) Sip the vodka, don’t
gulp.
2) There are 10 commandments, not 12.
3) There are 12 disciples,
not 10.
4) Jesus was consecrated,
not constipated.
5) Jacob wagered his donkey, he did not bet his ass.
6) We do not refer to Jesus Christ as the late J.C.
7) The Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost are not referred to as Daddy, Junior and the spooky.
8) David slew Goliath, he

While in China , an English man is very
sexually promiscuous and does not use a
condom.A week after arriving back home,
he wakes one morning to find his penis covered with bright green and purple spots.
Horrified, he immediately goes to see a doctor.
The doctor, never having seen anything like
this before, orders some tests and tells the
man to return in two days for the results.
When the man returns the doctor says, ‘I’ve
got bad news for you, you’ve contracted
Mongolian VD. It’s very rare and almost
unheard of here, we know very little about
it.’
‘I’m sorry, but there’s no known cure. We’re
going to have to amputate your penis.’
The man screams in horror, ‘Absolutely
not! I want a second opinion.’

A young couple wanted to
join the church, the vicar
told them, and ‘We have
a special requirement for
new member couples. You
must abstain from sex for
one whole month.’
The couple agreed, but
after two-and-a-half weeks
returned to the Church.
When the vicar ushered
them into his office, the
wife was crying and the
husband was obviously very
depressed.
‘You are back so soon...Is
there a problem?’ the vicar
inquired.
‘We are terribly ashamed to
admit that we did not manage to abstain from sex

did not kick the sh*t out
of him.
9)When David was hit by a
rock and was knocked off
his donkey, don’t say he
was stoned off his ass.
10)We do Not refer to the
cross as the ‘Big T.’
11)When Jesus broke the
bread at the last supper
he said, ‘take this and eat
it for it is my body.’ He did
not say ‘ Eat me’
12)The Virgin Mary is not
called ‘ Mary with the
Cherry’.
recommended
13)The
a meal is not:
re
befo
grace
Rub-A-Dub-Dub thanks
for the grub, Yeah God.

The doctor replies, ‘Well, it’s your choice.
Go ahead, if you want but surgery is your
only choice.’
The next day, the man seeks out a Chinese
doctor, figuring that he’ll know more about
the disease. The Chinese doctor examines
his penis and proclaims, ‘Ah, yes, Mongolian VD. Vely lare disease.’
The guy says to the doctor, ‘Yeah, yeah, I
already know that but what can you do for
me? My own doctor wants to operate and
amputate my penis!’
The Chinese doctor shakes his head and
laughs. ‘Stupid docta, always want to opelate. Make more money dat way. No need
to opelate!’ Oh, Thank God!’ the man replies.
‘Yes,’ says the Chinese doctor, ‘wait two
weeks. Fawl off by itself!’

for the required month.’
The young man replied
sadly.
The vicar asked him what
happened.
‘Well, the first week was
difficult... However, we
managed to abstain
through sheer willpower.
The second week was terrible, but with the use of
prayer, we managed to abstain.
However, the third week
was unbearable. We tried
cold showers, Prayer,
reading from the Bible....
anything to keep our minds
off Carnal Thoughts.
One afternoon my wife
reached for a can of paint

and dropped it. When she
bent over to pick it up, I
was overcome with lust
and I just had my way with
her right then and there. It
was lustful, loud, passionate sex. It lasted
for over an hour and when
we were done we were
both drenched in sweat,’
Admitted the man, shamefacedly.
The vicar lowered his head
and said sternly, ‘You understand this means you
will not be welcome in our
church.’
‘We know.’ Said the young
man, hanging his head,
‘We’re not welcome at
Homebase either.

NEW SPONS0RSHIPFOR ENGLAND?
Send your favourite Funnies to
info@inlandtrader.net
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GARDENING HINTS AND TIPS

By Clodagh and Dick Handscombe. Holistic gardeners and authors
living in Spain for 25 years.

SULPHUR POWDER – An important summer treatment.
What is it?
Sulphur powder is an inexpensive natural powder that
has several important uses
in summer gardens. It only
costs about two euros for a
kilo from a garden centre,
hardware shop or agricultural
cooperative.
Before we discuss what top
use it for do not confuse sulphur( azufre in Castellano,
sofre in Catalan) with copper
sulphate ( sulfato de cobre
in Castellano and sulfat de
coure in Catalan. The latter
can be used for similar purposes but is not as ecological
and environmentally friendly.

Uses of sulphur
1. Dusting of plants to prevent and combat mildew
and other fungal attacks of
leaves and fruit especially
tomatoes, peppers, aubergines, melons, courgettes,
cucumbers, squashes and
most importantly grape vines.
Also flowering plants that get
mildew problems.
2. A dusting of the soil when

preparing flower beds and
vegetable pots and raised
beds to help clean the soil of
unwanted pests and achieve
a slight increase in acidity
levels.
3. A dusting of lines of ants
and holes to nests and
around containers attacked
by ants.

Clodagh and Dicks books

www.thewarehousespain.com

Instant Boob Job Bra

How to apply?
1. Dust by gloved hand but
tend to over treat and do so
patchily.
2. Fill a sock and shake over
and within plants.
3. If you have a large area to
treat such as a vineyard buy
a dusting machine from the
local horticultural shop, agricultural machine shop or agricultural cooperative.

When not to apply?
1. When it is windy as the
powder will go everywhere
except where you intend.
2. When the leaves are
damp.
We aim to do our dustings on
still evenings.

Clodagh and Dick’s four
gardening books are now
stocked by the Commercial
Centre km 2 Alcossebre..
They can also be obtained
by mail order from Santana
Books, Bookwrld and Amazon.
© Clodagh and Dick Handscombe
www.gardeninginspain.com July 2010.

Here at Ann Summers HQ we
have been searching for a bra
to give you the ultimate cleavage without compromising on
comfort and after lots of research we have finally cracked
it!
Kissing Cleavage – The Instant
Boob Job bra – delivers everything you need from a bra, up
to a 40DD.
Consumers agreed too! 96%
of women agreed the Kissing
Cleavage bra increased their
cup size and 98% agreed that
it increased their cleavage.**
A spokesperson for Ann Summers said:
“Ann Summers has been tirelessly working with new technologists to discover the answer to the ultimate cleavage
- without going under the knife.
We have finally discovered a
technology that lets women
achieve a cleavage without
compromis-

ing on comfort. Unlike other
enhancing bras, the unique
microbead technology is
ultra light and actually
moulds to the shape of
your breast and is
shaped with a super
plunge for maximum
cleavage factor. You
want an instant
boob job - you’ve
got one.”
Order
from
www.annsummers.com

Instant stress relief in your handbag from
MamaBaby Bliss

30% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
HOLIDAY RENTAL IN ALCOCEBRE
HOLIDAYS IN ALCOCEBRE
Excellent apartment first line
APARTMENTS FOR 2-4 PEOPLE
4-6 PEOPLE
6-8 PEOPLE

See Dates for Discounts

VISIT OUR WEB

www.basalco.com

Crying babies, no sleep, too much to do, baby
blues – now mums feeling stressed out or depressed can get an instant natural pick me up
from a new product that fits conveniently into
a handbag or pocket.
The MamaBabybliss Bliss Stick Uplifting Oil
is simply dabbed onto pressure points whenever a woman needs a lift. The all-natural ingredients include:
• Lime Oil: lifts depression and energizes a
tired mind, while easing breathing and assisting digestion.
• Bergamot: for depression, feeling fed-up,
respiratory problems, colds and flu, PMS and
SAD.
• Geranium: helps relieve stress, mild depression, PMS, anxiety and tension, menopausal
problems and for general energizing.
“All mums need a little lift every now and then,
whether they’re an exhausted new mum get-

BASALCO, cami L’Atalla SL 17-A

Tel 964412540 - 964412018
Our new email address is: info@cxivert.com
LUXURY APARTMENTS FOR SALE AND HOLIDAY RENTAL

www.thewarehousespain.com

ting by with very little sleep while coming to
terms with her new, often overwhelming role
as mother, or an experienced mum of three
rushing between work and after school activities,” explains Justina Perry, founder of MamaBabyBliss. “We’ve created the Uplifting Bliss
Stick to help mums take a short breather, giving her the energy she needs before carrying
on with her busy day.”
The Bliss Stick Uplifting Oil is available from
www.mamababybliss.com and costs £5. The
product is part of the MamaBabyBliss range
of natural pampering products for pregnancy,
babies and mothers, all of which are made
with natural active ingredients that are ethically sourced and are entirely free of chemicals found in similar products.
The company also has new website featuring
a range of videos including relaxation techniques, massage and yoga. See them at www.
mamababybliss.com
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A LOVEABLE UGLY!!!!!

PETS
SPAMA GANDIA SHELTER Dog
and cat rescue registered
charity, La Safor area. 500
animals awaiting re-homing.
Shelter open 7 days a
week 12noon - 2.00pm &
3.30pm - 7.00pm. (Spanish
speaking staff) or phone
Gail 962 896 118 / Lesley
962 813 226 Visit our
website for directions.
www.spama.org and view
our new blog at www.
spama-safor.blog.com.es
PLEASE HELP US TO HELP
THEM

Visit SAT to find your longed
for pet. On your first visit
you can see the large
dogs, medium, small. Not
forgetting little puppies, at
SAT you’ll see them all. Our
website address is www.
satanimalrescue.com and
our telephone number is
966 710 047. The kennels
is situated in Dolores
which is approximately 20
kilometres south of Alicante
airport.
Denia Cat Protection League
– Aldea Felina
Ulysses is a gorgeous,
affectionate and nosey
young cat ready for
adoption now. If you would
like to adopt a Ulysses,
or any of our other cats/
kittens, please call Lynda
on 648100629 or our
help-line
649540612
between 11am and 5pm.
Aldea Felina, The Denia
Cat Protection League, is a
charity registered in Spain
to shelter, feed and re-home
cats abandoned in the
Denia area. Why not visit
our new website at http://
aldea-felina.blogspot.com.

La Sociedad Protectora de
Animales, Castalla Jaime, 3
years, 36 cm, is brought
in on the 1st of November
2008. He is coming from
a pound in Murcia which
was forced to close. At
first he was a bit timid but
now he is very social and
friendly. He loves to go out
walking in the mornings,
walks well on the lead, as
well as off the lead. www.
protectoradecastalla.
com Anna: 627566145
(Spanish)
Marilene:
669755920 (English + NL)
P.E.P.A
Kelly was born end of April
and she’ll be medium
sized when fully grown.
She’s loving, bright and
adventurous. Kelly has 6
other brothers and sisters
all being fostered in private
homes, all are bonny and
healthy and are receiving
their puppy vaccinations.
For
more
information
please telephone P.E.P.A.
on 650304746
www.
pepaspain.com

Sento was born
approx
February
2009 and is a
medium
sized
pointer X. He’s a wellbalanced, naturally
obedient dog who
has proved to be very
trainable. He is very
friendly and mixes
well with his foster
carers own dogs
and is good with
their cats. Sento is
castrated and health
vaccinated. For more
information please
telephone P.E.P.A on
650304746. www.
pepaspain.com

August 2010

Tel 902733622

This dog is very bad treat and left in the campo.
She is a very,very, lovely dog. She is desperat looking for a home and a boss how will love her , nothing more. You can imaging wat people have done to
here if ou see her. If you will have her ,pleas call :
Henk Hirdes, tel. 962135354,
e-mail : hirdesvrooy@gmail.com

Ralfie is a very unusual looking dog! He
is about 6 months old,with a long body,
short legs,and a small face. He is short
haired,with lovely silky fur and he has
lovely
dark eyes. He is very sweet natured,
loves the company of both people and
dogs, and would make an ideal pet for a
young family or for a single person. The
trouble is that everyone wants a pretty
puppy, not a loveable ugly! If you want
a true friend and not just a pretty face,
please think of Ralfie. He desperately
wants a family of his own!
www.naturalezayanimales.com email..
lindylu73@yahoo.co.uk call 962707229
/680790059

P.E.P.A on 650304746.
www.pepaspain.com

Denia Cat Protection League – Aldea Felina
Free Pets Classifieds
have moved to page 23
Free to a good home Inland Trader and Coastal
Trader Continue to support and sponsor all animal Charities by way of
Free advertising. If you
run an Animal shelter
then feel free to email
your details.

this little dog is in desperate need of a good home,
and so are all her puppies. she is an extremely
intelligent dog and will make a wonderful pet for
someone! my contact email is lindylu73@yahoo.
co.uk and my phone numbers are, 962707229 /
680790059 Pedralba, near Lliria. Lin Shepherd

FREE TO GOOD HOME Desire Kittens New
Home - Eating dry kitten food, 7 wks old,
2 boy’s & 2 girl’s, Calico & Tabby Cross Ontinyent 962 384 094

0034 966182838

BARK PARK N RIDE to Alicante airport’
Ask for further details

Call Lynda on 648100629 or our help-line
649540612 between 11am and 5pm.
http://aldea-felina.blogspot.com.

Kenneling at its best!
Our pets and particularly
our dogs are not just animals. They are our friends,
companions and most importantly they are a crucial
member of our family. So
when it comes to putting
them in kennels it often
leaves us feeling anxious
and slightly worried. Good
kennels are either incredibly expensive or have a
waiting list to match that
of a Michelin star restaurant. But, we’re still left
wondering ‘will they really
look after her as well as I
do’
With this in mind, Susan
Sharp set about creating
Howlers Kennels. Sue’s
goal was to offer a professional service where dogs
are kept in a safe, spacious and healthy environment, and Howlers does
exactly that.

Safety first!

10% DISCOUNT
JULY AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
SPAMA APPROVED

Sue doesn’t take her responsibility lightly. Her
many years as a dog owner, breeder and successful
competition winner have
contributed to the exceptional standard of care.
• Each kennel includes
6 sq m of internal
space and 8 sq m of
external run

Kennels are set away
from any trees or
shrubs harbouring insects that could harm
the dogs
• Mosquito netting covers each kennel
• Brush protectors surround each kennel
door
• Beds and custom
made mats are available in all sizes for
every kennel
• Each dog is walked individually in a 10,000
sq m field
• Dogs are only invited
to stay if their injections are in date (including kennel cough)
• Dogs are not integrated with other dogs
staying at the kennels
to ensure a safe and
happy environment
for all
There are 15 kennels offering large interiors, individual runs as well as a
2,000 sq m compound. In
addition there are 2 extra
large ‘family’ kennels for 2
or more dogs whose owners don’t want them separated.
Home from home
•

Good homes wanted for 3 male puppies. They are 14 weeks old and have
all there vaccinations. They have been
hand reared and are well socialised.
They will be medium sized dogs. Please
contact the following numbers for
more information. Kirsty 69722047 or
646649619 Rosemary 962922234
...........................................................................
15kg natural dog food 39,99€ incl delivery,
all flavours including salmon and potato! Cost
Savings over equivalent leading brands, free
knowledgeable advice, friendly service. Tel:
690071333 www.BettysOriginal.com shop
online

Sue understands the importance of home comforts and consistency and
will strive to continue routines while dogs stay at
Howlers. She recommends
that owners provide the
food during the dogs stay
to avoid a change to their
diet and possible stomach upsets. However if
required, Sue will provide
dog food, specifically Diamond Nutragold Complete
Holistic Formulas. Owners
are also encouraged to
bring the dog’s bedding
and toys to the kennels to
make the dog feel more at
home.
Reductions apply for dogs
sharing the ‘family’ kennels
So, now that I’ve found
Howlers, I certainly wont
be looking elsewhere. I
can now go on holiday
knowing that my beloved
Sophie is in the safest of
hands.....and to me, thats
priceless!
Howlers is the type of
kennel every dog wants
to visit while their owners
are away.
Written by Donna Gray

Spacious purpose built
Insulated Kennels
Mosquito netted Windows
Brush Protected Guillotine Doors
Pets walked on our 10,000 sqm field
L´Olleria

Tel 660246352

Selective Advertising Pays
Tel 902733622
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Masquerade Ball Another successful night for the
Gandia Area Social Club

On a hot balmy evening last week the Gandia
Area Social Club ran their first Masquerade
Ball at the Viva Espana Restaurant, Oliva. A 4
course meal which included wine and chocolates, was enjoyed by members for the grand
sum of 13 euros per person. This was then
followed by dancing until the early hours to
the excellent music of Don Dimo.
Thanks are expressed to all our members and
their guests who took the time and trouble to
attend, complete with their masks to add to
the authencity and theme of the night. Masks
ranged from the exotic, flamboyance of the

“HELP” DON THEIR
THINKING CAPS!
Due to the success of last
year’s “HELP” Fun Quiz this
was repeated again on Saturday 3rd July where members and friends, tearing
themselves away from the
football, put on their thinking caps to take part. Once
again this was held at Orange
Grove, Camino del Gandia,

Els Poblets, where everyone
enjoyed the excellent buffet and friendly atmosphere.
Of course there has to be
winners and losers and the
winners this year were The
Broad Peaks who were presented with bottles of wine
by “HELP” Chair Pat Lee-Patton. A raffle had also been
organised with prizes generously donated, by amongst
others, The Orange Grove,
Bar Aleon, Denia, Franky’s

Restaurant, Las Marinas,
Denia, Denia Nails & Hair
and James Torrance Hair of
Benidoleig. Stuart from the
Orange Grove once again
gave his time to organise a
very entertaining “half time”
Prize Bingo Session. In total
€409 was raised on the night
for the “HELP” organisation.
Once more it was agreed by
everyone that the event was
a resounding success and a
great night was had by all.

Come join us ..........
Meteor watch on the evening of
12th August
“The U3A Denia astronomy group would like
to invite you to their annual meteor watch on
the evening of 12th August. It will be held at
the Bella Vista bar on the Monte Pego urbanisation (Rafol entrance). The bar owners have
kindly consented to turning off their exterior
lights so that we can see the meteors. There
will be a large telescope available to view the
moon and planets before the main meteor
shower begins around midnight. There will
be loungers available to lie on (bring your own
cushions or towels) and the bar will be open
until midnight when they will have bacon butties available to keep you going. The meteors
on view are the debris left behind by

•

Rio de Janeiro festival to the subtlety of Venice.
Prizes were awarded to Sandra & Dave Tompkins for the best masks. A very enjoyable
evening for all.
If you would like to learn more of our forthcoming events, or would like to become a
GASC member visit our website at
www.gandiaareasocialclub.com

the comet Swift-Tuttle, which burn up in our
atmosphere as we move through the debris
field every year at this time. (Any questions
contact Christine Ord on 671 152 686)”

AMIGOS DE FIESTAS

We hire inflatable castles etc
of various types, we also have
a “Mechanical Bull” for your
parties. We also have face
painting and “Balloon Art, animals, swords etc, for the kids.
All our services come with
Monitors and are fully
insured.
We also cater for private
functions, Birthdays etc.
Contact us on 618846440

amigosdefiestas.blogspot.com/

Email.
smedwin4648@hotmail.com

Tel 902733622
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Spicing Life Up
By Derek Workman

A

s you wander around the Salt and
Pepper Shaker Museum in Guadalest, you can’t help but smile at the twenty-thousand pair display of fat chefs, ruby
red tomatoes, guardsmen in bear skins,
The Beatles, Santa’s feet sticking out of
a chimney, pistols and potatoes, a copy
of the salt and pepper shaker cufflinks
that Lady Diana wore, which, fortunately,
are sealed, or their contents would have
sprayed everywhere when she shook
hands.
Andrea Ludden’s collection of over forty
thousand pairs, half in Guadalest and
half in the family’s museum in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, stared by the simple
purchase of a pepper mill at a garage
sale, shortly after the family moved to the
US – but it didn’t work!
“That first one didn’t work, so I bought
a couple more. I used to stand them on
the window ledge of my kitchen, and
neighbours thought I was building a collection. Nothing could have been further
from my mind! They began to bring me
some beautiful ones, and eventually I
had about 14,000 on shelves all over the
house, even in the bedrooms. One day
my husband said, “Andrea, you either
find somewhere to put these things or
it’s a divorce!” So we decided to create
a museum.”
It wasn’t until the 1920’s, when Chicagobased Morton Salt added magnesium
carbonate to their product, that it was
possible to pour salt from a sealed container. From this moment the salt shaker
was born. Prior to that, small bowls or
containers, usually with a spoon, had
been used at the table, (the original salt
cellar), as salt has a tendency to attract
moisture and become lumpy.
“Morton’s development was the beginning of the salt shaker, but funnily enough,
it was the automobile that lead to them
becoming collectable items,” say Andrea’s son, Alex. “It was because people
could travel more freely, either for work
or on vacation, that the souvenir industry came about. Salt and pepper shakers
were cheap, easy to carry and colourful
and made ideal gifts. Imagine you lived in
an isolated village somewhere and your
son or daughter brought you a set in the
shape of the Golden Gate Bridge when
they came on their annual visit home. It
wouldn’t get used, it would be carefully
kept as a decorative item. That’s how, in
the main, many of the early collections

began.”
There’s almost nothing you can imagine
that hasn’t been copied as a salt and
pepper shaker, and many of them reflect
the designs, the colours, the preoccupations of the period. For example, a cooker
from the 1940’s will look totally different
from the cookers of the 1990’s, and it’s
through using these differences and the
materials they were made of that we can
get an idea of how people lived at any
given time.
But the world of salt and pepper shakers
and cellars knows no boundaries; from
the Cellini Saliera, cast in solid gold (and
sometimes referred to as the ‘Mona Lisa
of Sculpture’), insured for $60million, to
the prosaic plastic red pepper, a steal at
only 75 centimos at the local Chinese
shop, there’s something for everyone.
Museo de Saleros y Pimenteros (Museum of
Salt and Pepper Shakers)
Avenida de Alicante 2, Guadalest, Alicante.
(Next to the Tourist Office)
Open daily 10.30am-7.30pm. Entrance €3,

children under 12 free.
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Dragon Slayer Jane Rafter’s Slinks
Available at Rubbersole
E

Special 10% Readers Discount code
Exclusive to The Trader
When you buy online simply enter the code
SUNNYSLINKS and recieve 10% off.

ntrepreneur
and
shoe designer Jane
Rafter
launched
her new range of Slinks
at rubbersole.co.uk, the
UK’s fastest growing online shoe store. Rubbersole
sells a pair of shoes every
three minutes and has seen
a growth of 25% over the
past year.

Slinks are highly desirable
due to their unique and customisable product design.
The range is the creation
of Jane Rafter who turned
her back on an offer of investment made during her
appearance on the BBC’s
Dragons’ Den.
Slinks are elegant and versatile, giving a fabulous
and functional footwear option for women on the go.
From one pair of sole bases
comes a variety of style options. Beautiful handmade
leather bases come in a
choice of black, chocolate,

truffle and ivory – completely transformable with
individually designed, interchangeable upper straps
- giving several pairs of sandals in one. When in place
the uppers appear fixed and
delicate – but they are both
detachable and very strong.
The style can be changed
quickly and easily making
slinks a great value investment for every busy girl.
Each pair of Slinks is lovingly presented in its own
silk bag.
The market value of female footwear is constantly
on the rise. Expenditure
on footwear increased by
17.7% last year despite the
downturn. In 2008-2009,
an estimated 50.2% of the
footwear market by value
was held by women’s footwear.
In a recent survey, two
thirds of women carry a
spare pair of shoes to the
office or on a night out.

Furthermore, 8 in 10 of the
women who do not carry
a spare pair of shoes wish
they did.

Pablo Barclay, founder
of Rubbersole.com, said
“With over half of all shoes
sold in the UK going to
women aged between 2040, and over two thirds
of those women carrying
spare shoes in their handbags, adding Slinks to our
catalogue of footwear was
an immense opportunity.
Jane’s product is exemplary
and her attitude to business
feisty - working with her
has been an absolute pleasure and we hope this is the
start of a longer term retail
partnership.”
Special 10% Readers
Discount code
Exclusive to The Trader
When you buy online
simply enter the code

The new economically
viable, multi-purpose,
must-have shoe
www.rubbersole.co.uk/slinks

SUNNYSLINKS

and recieve 10% off.

“LYNDA BELLINGHAM let “LOOSE”
to support SAMARITANS in Spain”

C

osta Blanca Samaritans is proud to
announce that actor Lynda Bellingham, the charity’s Patron, will later
this month appear in two performances of
“An Evening with Lynda Bellingham” to help
raise awareness and funds for the telephonebased emotional support service launched in
Spain in 2008.
Lynda, who has a home in the north of the
Costa Blanca said “I was delighted to be asked
to take on the role of Patron of Costa Blanca
Samaritans. I am well aware, through personal experience, that most of us have times
in our life when we need to be able to talk
to someone outside our immediate circle of
friends who will be there to just listen, not tell
us that we are wrong to feel they way we do,
and who will not dismiss what we are feeling
because they don’t have the time or find our
feelings too difficult to cope with. Even more
than that, I know how much it helps to open
up and tell someone in confidence what is really bothering you, especially when we know
that what you have said will not be repeated
to anyone else. The service provided by Costa
Blanca Samaritans does just this and I am so
pleased to have the opportunity to support
the work of the rest of the team with these
performances”.
If you would like to join Lynda and hear her
talk candidly and hysterically about her life
and career, and answer questions from the
audience, then simply call 695 503 107 and
reserve your tickets which are just €12. “An

Evening with Lynda Bellingham” will take
place on the evenings of Friday 27th August
and Saturday 28th August at Espai La Senieta in Moraira at 8p.m. (doors at 7.30). After
the show you can meet Lynda who will be
signing copies of her latest book, “Lost and
Found – My Story” which will be on sale on
the evening.
Lynda is a regular contributor to the daily U.K.
prime-time television show “Loose Women”
and has a string of theatre, film and television
credits under her belt as well as being a successful author. She competed in television’s
“Strictly Come Dancing” and this year she
undertook a national stage tour of the show.
After some time in Spain this summer during
which Lynda will be working on her new book,
she will return to the U.K. to headline in a
national tour of “Calendar Girls” in which she
starred in London’s West End.
Costa Blanca Samaritans offers completely confidential, telephone based emotional support, for
any English speaker of any age and from anywhere
in Spain, who may be experiencing problems in eir
life that might make them feel unhappy, distressed
or despairing, or even suicidal. The helpline on 902
88 35 35 (national, not premium, call rates apply
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Highlights
Saturday 7 August

At 7.35pm, Peter Andre and Jason Manford
team up against Lorraine Kelly and Julian
Clary in Odd One In. At 9.20pm, 30 Years of
An Audience With re-lives the best moments
of this prime time hit show from the past
three decades. Includes Take That, Sir Cliff
Richard, Jackie Mason, Jimmy Tarbuck and
Dame Shirley Bassey.

Sunday 8 August

At 8pm, PC Mason gets entangled in a domestic dispute in Heartbeat.
At 9pm, The Unforgettable… is back for a new
series starting with a profile of Bob Monkhouse.

Monday 9 August

At 12.30pm, love is on the daytime menu in a
new series Dinner Dates.
At 9pm, Bloom is in danger of being linked to
Atif’s body in the series finale of Identity.

Tuesday 10 August

At 7.30pm, in Children’s Hospital, 18-year-old
Zanib Nasim is admitted with swine flu - a
potentially life-threatening virus for someone
with cystic fibrosis.
At 8pm, Who Wants To Be A Millionaire continues with a new, fast-paced format.
At 9pm, in The Bill, Stone learns of his father’s death with unpredictable results for
the squad.

Wednesday 11 August

At 7.30pm, Adrian Chiles presents coverage
of England’s international game against Hungary.

Thursday 12 August

At 9pm, Gethin Jones investigates careless,
distracted drivers in Police Camera Action.

15% DISCOUNT

QUOTE THIS ADVERT WHEN
MAKING YOUR APPOINTMENT.

POOR ‘SKY’ RECEPTION ?
ARE YOU FED UP LOOSING YOUR FAVOURITE
PROGRAMMES ?
HAS THE WIND MOVED YOUR DISH ?

The Sat Man will check and
realign your dish & lnb
Phone Chris on
687 954 437 NOW!

*Installations from €175.00.

Highlights
Rugby League – Challenge Cup Semi-Final:
Leeds v St Helens Saturday 7 August
2.00-4.30pm
Clare Balding presents live coverage as the
two major forces of rugby league in recent
years come face to face to earn a place in the

Challenge Cup final at Wembley.

Match Of The Day Live – Leeds v Derby
Saturday 7 August 5.05-7.20pm
www.bbc.co.uk/football Gabby Logan is live
at Elland Road as Leeds Utd meet Derby
CountyGabby Logan presents live coverage
from Elland Road as newly-promoted Leeds
play their first match in the Championship after a three-year absence.
The Deep – Into The Belly Of The Beast Ep
2/5 Tuesday 10 August 9.00-10.00pm
The scientific crew on board The Orpheus
submarine run into severe danger in their
quest to find new life forms, as the blockbuster thriller set thousands of feet below the Arctic ice continues.

The Secret Tourist
Ep 3/4 Wednesday 11 August 9.00-10.00pm
Matt Allwright sends a British family undercover to a four-star, all-inclusive hotel in Turkey to investigate the hotel’s facilities, as BBC
One’s consumer holiday series continues.
Mistresses Ep 2/4
Thursday 12 August 9.00-10.00pm
Best friends Katie, Trudi, Jessica and Siobhan allure their way into more trouble, as the
popular friendship drama continues.
Inside Sport – The Princess Royal At 60
Thursday 12 August 10.35-11.15pm
The Princess Royal talks about the many facets of her life in an exclusive interview with
John Inverdale – from being a member of the
royal family, Olympic athlete and mother to
her tireless work as a highly respected patron
of over 200 charities and member of the London 2012 Olympic organising committee.
Viewers can also see a very personal insight
on Princess Anne from her children, Peter and
Zara. The programme also examines closely
her long career and involvement in sport. After winning the European Equestrian title in
1971, she famously won the BBC Sports Personality of the Year award.
Dame Judi Dench and Lord Coe are among
those paying tribute as the Princess Royal
celebrates her 60th birthday.

The Old Guys – Engagement
Friday 13 August 9.30-10.00pm
Tom and Sally get together to organise Amber’s big day when Steve proposes, and Roy
becomes agony aunt to Steve’s pre-wedding
nerves, as the comedy series about two elderly delinquents concludes.

The Terra Alta

,

By David, www.Vinocamino.com
Located in the South of Catalunya and in
the province of Tarragona The Terra Alta,
(high land) runs from the river Ebro up to
the province of Aragon.
Mediterranean climate, warm summers,
cold winters with a big contrast between
night and day temperatures which favours the maturation of the grapes. The
combination of little rain, with long hours
of sun helps to produce a concentrated,
intense flavour. This area is also influenced by the north, very dry winds from
Aragon and the ‘garbí’, a humid wind
coming from the Mediterranean coast,
which help guarantee a healthy vine.
.The Terra Alta is a region formed by a
plateau located between 200 and 400
meters above sea level, surrounded by
several mountain ranges and national
parks with peaks reaching up to the
1400 meters. The beautiful landscape
here helped inspire none other than Pablo Picasso, who was a frequent visitor
and lover of the area. The vineyards are
characterized by steep terraces and argillaceous and calcareous soil, poor in organic matter, but rich in elements that facilitate good drainage, helping to create
a greater complexity and intensity in the
wines. The vines themselves are pruned
very short in order to take advantage of
any humidity in the land.
The DO, (Denomination of Origin) of the
Terra Alta has a huge range of different
vine types, which not surprisingly results in a huge range of different wines.
Although they do produce a considerable amount of reds and rose’s what it’s
becoming particularly noted for is it’s
whites, which more often then not are
based on the Garnacha or (Grenache
in English) variety, often blended with
other grapes such as Macabeo, (used a
lot in the Penedes and Cava wines) and
Muscat which is a sweet grape usually
grown for eating. The Garnacha blanca
has good acidity and is aromatic, which
are two things wine buffs look for, think
citric fruits apples, lemons, pears that
sort of thing. Little known fact is that the
Garnacha variety, red and white is now
the most planted vine in the world, it’s
everywhere in Spain and France and has
been for a long time, Rhone valley wines
such as the world famous Châteauneufdu-Pape are Garnacha based and it is
increasingly turning up in the USA where
the variety is in vogue.
At this point I wouldn’t be surprised if your
thinking Garnacha blanca – never heard
of it, so where’s it been hiding? Well firstly outside of the Terra Alta Garnacha is

more often then not red, indeed a quick
google search of ‘popular white wine varieties’ shows it barely gets a mention,
Chardonnay or Sauvignon Blanc dominate of course, but this is slowly changing, Garnacha blanca is catching the eye,
the white variety was planted for the first
time in the USA in the 1990’s and was
only recognised by the Bureau of Alcohol
in 2003. Now I’m not suggesting that it
will ever challenge the big 2 previously
mentioned but I do think it’s going to continue to rise in popularity.
Also worthy of mention is that some of
the best Garnacha blanca wines are
currently being made by village Cooperatives, Cooperative are an interesting
subject in themselves, take the medieval
town of Batea for example, last year the
cooperative harvested over 9.5 million
kilos of grapes (all varieties). That makes
a lot of wine. A badly kept secret in the
area is that some of that wine turns up
at the wine cellars of Torres based in the
Penedes, and probably the most famous
and well known Spanish producer in the
world.
The icing on the cake is that Cooperative wines very often tend to offer excellent value for money, so I’ve put a little
selection together of 3 great wines from
the Terra Alta, all from Batea, 2 of which
come from the local Cooperative. Firstly
Vall major Blanca 100% Garnacha which
interestingly also goes by the name Colinas de Ebro in the USA and featured on
a list created by the US wine Guru Robert Parker in 2009 of the 100 best value
Spanish wines. The second, Merian is
an interesting blend of Grenache, Sauvignon Blanc and Moscatel and comes
from the cellar Tarrones and finally Vall
major Rose again from the Cooperative,
50% Garnacha and 50% Syrah, packed
full of character and body and just perfect for long hot summers. Please check
Offertas on the website for details.

Tel 977 426 419
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Guidelines:
40 Good; 45 Very Good; 51 Excellent.

T I N

I

P

E

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
Money for old rope.

AU

R

SP

NI

ET
CT

AE

KN

EL

SPELL out a 15-letter word or phrase
by moving from one chamber to
another within the pyramid. You
may only enter each of the
chambers once and may only
proceed through openings in
E
the walls. The first letter may
appear in any of the
V
chambers.

KU

YI

OR

IA

SG

VI
LE

RE

THE EQUALISER
5
5
7
6
1
3
3
4
4
8
1
4
PLACE a different arithmetical
sign (add, subtract, multiply,
divide) in each circle so that
the total of each line across
and down is the same.

WORD PYRAMID

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
actor; arco; caltrop; capo; captor; carl; carol; carp; cart; caul; clap; clop;
clot; clout; coal; coat; cola; colt; copal; copra; copula; copular; coral; cotta;
coup; court; crop; croup; cult; curl; cupola; curt; octal; ocular; orca; pact;
PLUTOCRAT; taco; tact; talc; torc; tract.

OL

OR

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
gain; apse; isle; need.

Any word found in the Concise Oxford Dictionary (Tenth
Edition) is eligible with the following exceptions: proper
nouns; plural nouns, pronouns and possessives; third person singular verbs;
hyphenated words; contractions and abbreviations; vulgar slang words; variant
spellings of the same word (where another variant is also eligible).

RA

WS

USING all 16 letters of the phrase above,
form four words each of four letters which
will fit in the grid to form
a magic square in which
the words can be read
both horizontally and
vertically.

26

HOW many words of four letters or more
can you make from this Nonagram? Each
word must use the central letter, and each
letter may be used only once. At least one
word using all nine letters can be found.

GW

MAGIC SQUARE
LARGE
STORAGE LOSS

13

T
H

N
E

N

Perform the first calculation in each
line first and ignore the
mathematical law which says
you should always perform
division and multiplication
before
addition
and
subtraction.

O
E

N

R
V

E

PREVIOUS
SOLUTION:
Clockwise from
top left – add;
divide;
multiply;
subtract.
Total: 7.

SUDOKU

THERE is just one simple rule in Sudoku. Each row and each column must contain the numbers 1
to 9, and so must each 3 x 3 box. This is a logic puzzle, and you should not need to guess.

Easy

Hard

2

9 5
3
6
4
2 1
5 7 8
4
1
9 7
9 3
5
7 4 6
4 5 6
8
3
9
8 6 1
7
3 2

4

PREVIOUS
SOLUTIONS:
Easy
3
8
2
6
7
4
1
9
5

5
4
9
2
3
1
8
6
7

6
7
1
9
8
5
2
4
3

8
1
6
3
5
2
9
7
4

7
2
4
8
6
9
3
5
1

9
3
5
4
1
7
6
8
2

4
6
7
1
9
3
5
2
8

2
9
3
5
4
8
7
1
6

1
5
8
7
2
6
4
3
9

4
7
5
1
9
6
2
3
8

3
8
6
2
5
4
1
7
9

5
9
2
7
1
8
6
4
3

7
4
1
6
3
9
8
2
5

6
3
4
8
2
1
9
5
7

9
2
8
4
7
5
3
6
1

1
5
7
9
6
3
4
8
2

1
5

9
5 8
5 9

2
6
9
3
8
7
5
1
4

8
4

2 8
7

3
1

Hard
8
1
3
5
4
2
7
9
6

6
2

5

7

6
3 4

9
2

9
8

9

11
13

14

11

12

15
15

17

16

16

18
17

19

20

21

22
21
23

ACROSS

DOWN

1. In which the best seeds do
well on grass (4,6)
7. Send money for goods of
curious merit (5)
8. Rogue in leading country
house (7)
10. It won’t offer any protection
from vilification (8)
11. Thin coating seen on
television perhaps (4)
13. Dethrone one so deep in
turmoil (6)
15. Cleric heard the gun (6)
17. Choice of two letters for
the pattern (4)
18. Never sit out – put money
straight back in again (8)
21. Got in a row for crooked
dealing (7)
22. Doctor sore part of trunk
(5)
23. Railwayman with a job in
the restaurant? (10)

1. Crippled Democratic leader
pursues threaded fabric (5)
2. Baby’s carer sure went
astray (3,5)
3. Time to welcome sailors at
the inn (6)
4. Flower that is blue and white
to start with (4)
5. I hurried with one, an Asian
(7)
6. Opera star housed in Roman
pad (5,5)
9. Naming of state motorway
comes after number first (10)
12. Mother at home to remain
and support (8)
14. Favouring piece, one by a
novice (7)
16. Spend part of the weekend
alone in the Lake District (6)
19. Fear shirt has been removed
by mistake (5)
20. Body of soldiers almost
close ranks (4)

QUICK CROSSWORD
1

2

3

4

5

5

6

8
7

8

9
11

10
11

11

12

13

14

15
16

20

17

18
19

22

20

23

21
26

28
24

25

26

27

SUDOKU

4

13

24

10. She’s So High was the first
single of which English pop
group?

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:
(1) Across – Raged; Cumin; Rusty. Down –
Recur; Games; Dinky.
(2) Across – Feast; Roots; Erase. Down –
Farce; Aloha; Taste.

NONAGRAM

S

9. Which elephant has the
larger ears, African or
Indian?

HERE are two miniature five-square
crosswords using the same grid – but the
letters have been mixed up. You have to
work out which letters belong to which
crossword.

PREVIOUS SOLUTION:

Z

8. What is the stage name of
film legend Issur
Danielovitch Demsky?

5. For which product did Patsy
Kensit appear at the age of
four in 1972 in a memorable
TV advertisement?

EACH number in our Cross Code grid represents a different letter
of the alphabet. You have three letters in the control grid to start
you off. Enter them in the appropriate squares in the main grid,
then use your knowledge of words to work out which letters
should go in the missing squares.
As you get the letters, fill in other squares with the same number
in the main grid and control grid. Check off the alphabetical list of
letters as you identify them.
2

7. Who, according to the Bible,
said: “Ecce homo” (Behold
the man) to the accusers of
Jesus?

FIVE ALIVE

5

G

13

6. How many pips are there on
a set of 28 dominoes?

11

4

1

1. The name of which Roman
Catholic institution means,
in Latin, God’s work?

26

3

3

8
10

10

PREVIOUS SOLUTION: 1 Trees; 2 Rutland; 3 PC George Dixon; 4 Francium; 5
Casablanca; 6 Crown green bowls; 7 St Louis; 8 The Pelican; 9 I Should Be So
Lucky; 10 Great Yarmouth.

2

2

7

Quiz Challenge

4. Which writer created Noddy?

1

L

No. 1871

20
13

1

6

4

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

U C

1

3. What is the modern name of
the metallic element once
known as aurum?

7

23

15

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

2. In Greek mythology who was
the king of Cyprus who fell
in love with an ivory statue
he had carved?

4

10

10
12

22

9

17

11

23

21

18

25

14

26
4

10

26

26

5

12

7

9

9

4

25

8

18

4

12

5

1
11

16

14

9

2

25

26

15
3

22

4

25

20

5

10

9

5
23

12
18

26

19
11

11
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28

ACROSS

DOWN

PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS:

1. Bicker (8)
5. Podium (4)
7. Alpine plant (9)
9. Unsullied (4)
10. Underground
stem (4)
11. Woodland deity
(5)
14. Native of New
Zealand (5)
15. Chemical
compound (5)
16. Stain (5)
17. Female relative (5)
18. Express an
opinion (5)
19. Guide (5)
22. Rain heavily (4)
24. Open to debate
(4)
26. Capitulate (9)
27. Thread (4)
28. Act of choosing
(8)

1. Seagoing
vessel (4)
2. Assistant (4)
3. Light wood (5)
4. Foe (5)
5. Flat plate (4)
6. Headlong rush
(8)
7. Inaccurate (9)
8. Lawyer (9)
11. Locates (5)
12. Clan (5)
13. Revolving arm
(5)
14. Exclusive
control (8)
20. Curt (5)
21. Premium
Bond
computer (5)
23. Destroy (4)
24. Thaw (4)
25. Lean (4)

CRYPTIC: Across – 1 Cold
feet; 5 Prow; 8 Tapering; 9
Ossa; 11 Acetone; 13
Voice; 14 Mother’s ruin; 18
Asian; 19 Thither; 21 Maid;
22 Stripped; 24 Link; 25
Mangrove.
Down – 1 Cathay; 2 Lapse;
3 For nothing; 4 Eon; 6
Rossini; 7 Weaver; 10
Overriding; 12 Egret; 15
Opinion; 16 Mammal; 17
Cradle; 20 Hippo; 23 Tea.
QUICK: Across – 1
Collapse; 5 Ibis; 9 Elusive;
10 Straw; 11 Mamba; 13
Casino; 15 Offal; 17 Sulk;
19 Ion; 20 Thus; 21 Arrow;
23 Enzyme; 24 Erase; 28
Minus; 29 Art deco; 30
Deep; 31 Reveille.
Down – 1 Crew; 2 Laura; 3
Akimbo; 4 Step; 6 Burnish;
7 Sawhorse; 8 Usual; 12
Afire; 13 Canoe; 14
Esteemed; 16 For; 18
Lozenge; 21 Amass; 22
Writhe; 25 Swell; 26 Pane;
27 Home.
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Wanted: prizewinning travel photos
The 2010 international Travel Photographer of the Year awards
(TPOTY) are now open for entry. And, with some fantastic prizes to be won, there’s even more incentive for holidaymakers
to make sure they pack their camera as they head off for the
summer break.
Open to amateur and professional photographers from across
the globe, TPOTY 2010 has been designed to challenge entrants’ creativity and to offer something for all levels of photographic experience. Whether you’ve only recently started
taking images, or have been working as a pro photographer
for many years, and whether you’re a kid with a camera or an
adult with a mobile phone, there will be a TPOTY category for
you.
If you need inspiration, all the previous winners of the TPOTY
awards can be seen in the Winners’ Galleries on www.tpoty.
com, and in the ‘Journey’ series of books from Travel Photographer of the Year. The most recent of these, ‘Journey Three’,
was published in March, and contains the winning images
from the 2007, 2008 and 2009 awards. Priced £25, it is available at bookshops and from www.tpoty.com.

•
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PRIZES GALORE

digital imaging experts, publishers and media buyers.

The 2010 prize package includes trips to South East Asia,
Botswana, India and Nepal with Intrepid Travel, TPOTY cash
bursaries, the latest Adobe® Photoshop software, a Wacom
Cintiq 12WX interactive pen display and Intuos4 and Bamboo
Fun pen tablets, Lexar® Professional CompactFlash® memory cards and card readers, LEE filters, customised leather portfolio books from Plastic Sandwich, fine art Giclée exhibition
prints from Genesis Imaging and copies of Journey Three.

AWARDS AND CATEGORIES

Prizes for new and emerging photographers include Young
Photographers Alliance portfolio reviews and places on the
YPA mentoring programme, the chance of representation from
Axiom Photographic Agency, and Photo Iconic photography tuition and image critiques - all of which could really help them
improve their images or develop a career in photography.
ASSESSED BY EXPERT JUDGES
TPOTY 2010 will be judged by a panel of imaging experts from
the UK, USA, Germany, Sri Lanka and New Zealand, including:
travel and wildlife photographers; the Director of Photography
for Conde Nast Traveller; Picture Editor of Independent on
Sunday and Foto8 and the editors of British Journal of Photography, Practical Photography, fotoMAGZIN (Germany), plus

TPOTY 2010 features three portfolio categories for amateur
and professional photographers aged 19 and over. There are
also two single image categories - One Shot (theme: Adventures), which is for experienced amateurs and professional
photographers, and First Shot (theme: Festival of Colour),
which is aimed at adult beginners. The New Talent award
(theme: Sell It!) is for aspiring professional photographers, and
the Young Travel Photographer of the Year is divided into two
age groups for the first time - 14 and under and 15-18.
DEADLINES AND ENTRY FEES
Each portfolio category costs £15 per entry, One Shot and
First Shot cost £10 to enter, and New Talent £20. Young TPOTY is free to enter. Entries close on October 9th 2010 and the
results will be announced in December. Images can be uploaded at www.tpoty.com or entrants can submit prints.
Full details of the awards and how to enter can be found on
www.tpoty.com.

Up to 6mb broadband +
400 minutes FREE calls to the UK & Europe

Line rental included!

ELEE
FWR
IRE SS
ROUTER

FREE 1000 mins to call your friends
on Spanish Landlines +
FREE Technical support in English
FREE Online Billing
FREE Voicemail
FREE Caller ID
FREE Caller call waiting
FREE Transfer of your existing number
FREE Panda Antivirus

€
Worth 79.00

Only

56,87€
PER MONTH

+
10€ off
Plus I.V.A

Every Month
for the 1st 6 months

English speaking technical department. Answer phone in English. No Hidden Extras
BT Mobile internet and Telephone Services available start saving NOW!

Now you have a choice with BT in Spain

Tel 902733633

www.authoriseddealerspain.com
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Has your house got Termites?
By Mark Paddon
It’s the time of year when termite colonies
become very active. While pests such as
woodworm spread relatively slowly, termites
work fast and can rapidly cause damage to
building timbers and other elements as well
as furniture, shoes, paper (e.g. stored books)
and even food.

Detection:Termites can initially be difficult to detect as
they will normally tunnel from ground level
between structural elements, e.g. between
render and blocks, where render key has
been lost creating access to higher levels,
where timber (their usual food source) can
be found. They will then typically attack the
timber from behind, again using the junction
between the wall and for example a doorframe, to continue their access tunnels. In
nature they would access a tree between the
wood and outer bark. Any situation where
this narrow protected passage of access occurs in buildings is likely to allow for termite
infiltration. Initially it might be difficult to work
out how termites have scaled a shiny tiled
bathroom or kitchen wall to attack a window
frame, but normally removing tiles below the
window would expose a dry mud like tunnelling route between the wall and tiles from
ground level. Even when in the timber, detection can still be difficult as they are skilled
at munching away all the sub timber without
breaking through the outer surface e.g. varnish film. Often, once signs are visible e.g.
wood is discoloured or surface is blistered,
the infestation can be extensive. A glance
around a house is therefore rarely sufficient
when it comes to spotting termites.
Unfortunately unless inspection is carried out
before purchase, the first sign of infestation
can occur after people move into a property.
Once lying in bed at night or sitting quietly
reading, they may find they are not alone, as
the busy termite activity can be heard, as literally thousands of culprits run around the
network of tunnels, and eat away timbers.
As well as structural timbers, door and window frames, the rear of furniture adjacent
to walls, kitchen units, and hanging pictures
are favourite dining areas for termites, some
of which do not require a connection to earth
or a water source, and are hence, pretty self
sufficient, provided that they have enough
wood (picture frame or side board!) to eat.
Exposure of tunnels by breaking away surface wood, will normally reveal the busy termites themselves ‘Reticulitermes’ (a little
like a large headed white ant,

EMAIL:

advertise@thetraderonline.es •

Termite Types
Worldwide there are many different termite
types, (spread is easily through imported
timber) but Spain is mainly subject to the
following:Dry wood termites infest dry, sound wood,
including structural timber, as well as dead
limbs of native trees, fruit trees (cherry and
almond are common targets), utility poles
(that’s why the new timber ones are often set
on a metal spike), posts, and stored timber,
especially when in contact with the ground
(Infested log piles often reveal that termites
are very close by). From these areas, winged
reproductives seasonally migrate to nearby
buildings and other structures, usually on
sunny days during summer and/or autumn
(migration has just started). In their winged
form the termites look like flying ants (growth
stages pic), then the lucky ones fall in love,
shed their wings and seek timber for their
honeymoon (starting a new infestation). Dry
wood termites are most prevalent in many
coastal and arid locations. Dry wood termites have a low moisture requirement and
can tolerate dry conditions for prolonged periods. They do not connect their nests to the
soil. Piles of their faecal pellets, which are
distinctive in appearance, may be a clue to
their presence.
Subterranean termites require a source of
moisture in their environment. To satisfy this
need, they usually nest in or near the soil
and tend to reach their food sources from
the underlying soil. They maintain some
connection with the ground through tunnels
in wood or through shelter tubes that they
construct. These shelter tubes are made
of soil with bits of wood and termite faecal
material. Termites readily chew through a
number of other materials including plasterboard (drywall) and plastics (polystyrene
insulation against a concrete slab provides
a surprisingly hospitable access route for
them). The most significant damage they
cause occurs in foundation and structural
support wood, therefore it makes sense to
ensure that new properties are raised half
a meter or so above ground. Care can then
be taken in constructing plinth to ensure
that access voids are eliminated. e.g. claddings should be stopped before contact with
soil and well bonded to the substrate e.g.
with the addition of a non-corrosive mesh.
A raised stone faced concrete plinth is especially advisable for timber houses. Fortunately, modern Spanish construction (the
last 35 years) tends to be relatively termite
proof from a structural point of view as concrete slab floors, concrete beams and concrete or block columns are not directly
affected (the average British house
would be the perfect nesting site for
termites), however any untreated
or poorly treated timber is highly
likely to eventually be accessed
and attacked via voids in the
otherwise sound structure.
While we are more fortunate in Spain compared
to some countries, in
that termite attack
to newer properties
is often more cosmetic here, older buildings
are at risk of
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Has your
house got
Termites?

complete structural failure, due to underlying
termite and other wood boring insect attack
and should be checked thoroughly.
Termiticide applications are particularly challenging in Europe due to high density of buildings, type of construction, and historic age
of many buildings. Some treatments are designed for the soil surrounding and beneath a
property, while others are periodically added
to monitoring and baiting points (the termites
are attracted to untreated wood placed in
the baiters, which are regularly checked, if
attack occurs this is then replaced with bait
which the termites carry on through to the
nest). There is always a risk that an airborne
infestation could occur, therefore the most
important prevention technique is via proper
treatment of all timbers, boards, furniture etc
within the property.
The spray type ‘carcoma’ treatment (normally
used for wood worm) will kill live termite infestations where exposed, and normally prevent
further attack in the immediate treated area.
Always try to spray the infestation throughout
removal, to prevent termites from spreading
to other parts of the property. New treated
timber can be spliced in e.g. to the affected
lower portion of a door frame, and minor
damage can be filled with wood filler. However the only way to eliminate the infestation
(which undoubtedly will exist in other areas of
the building), is to expose all tunnels for treatment, replace timbers with properly treated
wood, treat all furniture, pictures etc and introduce a monitoring and baiting system, to
ensure ongoing termite ‘management’.

Guaranteed timber treatment:
The best method of timber treatment is via
pressure impregnation, where the preservative is forced under pressure throughout the
body of the wood in a special tank. As this
is expensive and did not exist when many
older properties were built, most woods
are surface treated on site, such that
regular re-treatment (e.g. biannual)
is needed. Unfortunately it’s the
beam ends and unexposed areas that join, pillars / walls
etc, that termites and

other insect pests like best, and these are
the very areas that are sometimes missed
in on site treatment, especially if cut down in
length. Unless you have purchased or treated
the timber yourself (or at least witnessed the
application), you can never be sure that it has
done. Never purchase a property on the word
of the vendor that evident insect infestation
has been treated, unless they can produce a
certificate and guarantee from an approved
treatment specialist. Ultimately a full solution
would include fumigation of the property in
addition to pressure injected treatment of all
timbers by a specialist.

Quick check:To check your own property, take a screwdriver and have a poke around lower door
frames, window sills and architraves, especially where the wood is discoloured (darker).
If you can break into the wood easily and reveal bore areas just behind the surface, termites are probably present. The infestation is
normally far more extensive than at first apparent, and beams end can be badly decayed
even when main beam spans appear to be
OK. Insect attack in older properties with a
substantial amount of structural timbers can
eventually cause collapse, so be sure to have
the property checked by a professional if you
are in doubt.
NB:- Information for advice purposes only.
Proper safety precautions should be taken
and legal procedures followed when carrying
out all works.
Information provided by Mark Paddon BSc
Hons Building Surveying. MCIOB. Structural
Surveys throughout Valencia and Alicante .
www.surveysspain.com T: 962807247 M:
653733066 . Free 15 page property buyer’s
guide and advice available via e-mail request
to markpaddon@terra.es
Mark Paddon 2010
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EBRO VALLEY GUEST HOUSE, RIBA- ROJA D’EBRE

Related by Dick Handscombe,
Author of the monthly gardening column.

Introduction
Wanting to find a historic largely unspoilt
village in the magical deep gorged valley
carved out by the River Ebro that offers
good fishing, walking and a centre for
motorised or cycle touring I came across
the hill top village of Riba-Roja d’ Ebre.
For more than two millennium a strategic
location on the River Ebro 150 kilometres inland from the busy tourist packed
Mediterranean coast and 120 from the
AP7 North – South motorway.. Having
heard about the village and found the
village on the map the next thing was to
decide where to stay comfortably and inexpensively, being on a tight budget.
The answer was the recently reopened
Ebro Valley Guest House or Casa Rural
now run by Mike Smith and Mary Edmonds. Originally two old houses in the
village centre – a cellar with well is probably of Moorish origins. A first visit also

highlighted the many reasons for visiting
for a weekend or midweek break from the
bustling coast and if time a full week. It is
also convenient as a first night stop over
if travelling to or from Spain to France using the Pyrenean passes or tunnels.

Local Activities
The following are readily available and
can be arranged even a day in advance.
• Walking for one or more days along
sections of the River Ebro trail, using in
some cases the train to get back from or
start a day’s walking.
• Walking through the famous Civil War
battlefields. A knowledgeable English
guide can be arranged.
• Walking into the River Ebro bird sanctuary. The bird life can be amazing for
the range and populations of varieties of
small and large birds.
• Horse riding with a local stable.
• Fishing for lifetime best carp, catfish, roach, zander and pike from
private and public
banks or
guided boats. Licences can be
arranged at short notice. Carp
and catfish rods and tackle
are available.
• The village also has a
swimming pool, tennis
and petanc courts. A
golf course is only
half an hour away.
• Day and longer
boat touring.
• Touring to
the ancient
Moorish
villages
a n d
wine
and

olive oil bodegas of the famous Sierras
Altas and Priorat areas.
• Inland house hunting. Unconverted
three storey four bedroomed properties
can be purchased for as little as 30 to
40,000 euros, converted at 70,000 and
villas with gardens out of the centre for
120.000 euros . Land for mobile homes
also being available.

triple bedrooms are comfortable and
there is amble hanging space should you
unpack. Each room has a basin. Only one
is en suite but bathrooms are nearby. If
you have time there is a bar, sky TV and
a dart board.

How to Get There
1. By car from the coast from motorway
AP7junction 40 and Tortosa; from the
north via Leida; from Zaragoza to the
west via and from the south from Morella
in the Maestrago.
2. By train to the villages own station
from Tarragona or Zaragoza.
3. En foot by trecking the Ebro Way from
Mora del Ebre (2 days) and returning by
train.
4. By plane to Reus or Barcelona airports
from where you can be picked up.

Prices
Substancial Homely Cooking
Mary’s substantial full breakfast ( sausage. Bacon, eggs, tomatoes, beans,
hash brown, and toast) will ensure that
you won’t starve even if you don’t ask
for a tasty packed lunch pack, and the
substantial evening meals such as home
made steak pie, cottage pie, fish and
chips, liver and bacon with or without a
fruit crumble of cheesecake will fill the
stomachs of the most starving traveller
at the end of a busy day. Local produce
is widely used. This is a village in which
local fruit and vegetables are still sold in
doorways and a village bodega Ambros
Fruit Nature sells their home produced
ecological wines and other regional bodegas, and their own eco virgin olive oil
and bottles of tasty olives.

30 euros a night per person include a
full English breakfast. Packed lunches
are 5 euros and dinner main courses 7.5
euros and desserts 3 euros. Local wines
are not expensive.

Hosts

Mary and Michael who only took over
and reopened the establishment in June
2010 are excellent hosts and will be determined to make a short or longer stay
a success.
It won’t be long before Mikes DIY and
Mary’s gardening skills convert the rear
courtyard and covered terrace into an
enviable planted hideaway.

Address – Carrer Esglesia 6, Riba
Roja del Ebre – a stones throw from the
old church. Parking is in a square with direct access to the rear of the premises.
Telephone number – 638-072-291
Email – maribellejune@yahoo.co.uk
© Dick Handscombe July 2010.

Bed & full English breakfast
in a typically Spanish
Townhouse

Comfortable
Accomodation
One can enjoy a drink and
snack or breakfast or
dine on a large covered
terrace or elegant
beamed dining room.
The beds in the two
single/double
and two double/

All the comforts of home
with a warm welcome
Evening meals
Sky TV
Airport pickups
Fishermen especially catered for.
Tackle hire available
Guided service available

Tel 638072291
Carrer Esglesia 6,
Riba Roja d’ Ebre,Tarragona

Plumbing

Building Tradesman
Ontinyent
& Bocairent
Builders

Bricklaying,Tiling,
Loft conversions,
Extensions,
Carpenter & Joiner

Want something you
can’t buy?
I can make it!

Stairs,doors.windows,
Furniture & More.
Call Eddie on
962 135 731 or 619 679 873.

D.H
Building Services

Tel 962443842
Mobile 652020655

All electrical work undertaken
Full re-wires to single sockets
Solar Energy Systems
Supplied, installed
and maintained
Generator repairs and
servicing
Alarm Systems also fitted
All areas covered
24 hour call out
Call Martin: 626870197

962443842 @telefonica.net

Email:mbrelectrical@yahoo.com

All aspects of building and
constuction works undertaken from Full Reforms to
Swimming pools
Plant Hire Available
With Driver

Fully Legal and registered
in Spain
Email

FORMER UK
MARSHALLS
REGISTERED
CONSTRUCTOR

PLUMBING & HEATING
Central Heating Oil - Gas

Contact Joe on 676041413
timber.designs@hotmail.com

All aspects of building work
and hard landscaping

D.H Garden Services
Tree Surgery
Landscaping
Garden Maintanence
Tel 962443842
Mobile 652020655

Email 962443842 @telefonica.net

Portfolio availbale

Hot Water Heaters
Boilers fitted & Serviced
Bathroom - Kitchens
Irrigation - water softners
Deposits & Pumps
30 years Experience 7 years in spain
Tel Mike 660784503 /962297363

DETECTING WATER LEAKS
Without destruction ;

To within the nearest centimetre, with the latest equipment
(Detectors+Cameras)
We locate+repair every water leak
inside & outside of buildings and
underground. Tel. 671 092 424

Structural

www.tecfonta.com

POOL TECHNICIAN
FOR ALL YOUR POOL NEEDS

Pool Cleaning Contracts

€195 + IVA

Twelve weeks - One Visit every

Contact Gary
678946301

week for 12 weeks at 25€

Six Months One visit every

Advertising
ENQUIRES
Tel 902733622
advertise@thetraderonline.es

www.thetraderonline.es

Registered in Spain

CHAIN LINK FENCING
Rigid Perimeter
Fencing & Walls For a free
No Obligation Quote
Please visit

www.Billericky.com
or call 962 384 094
628 613 350

week for 6 months - 26 weeks
at 20€ - Yearly Contracts Availabe
Sand Filter Sevice - Pump
change - Pipework test
Tiling - Regrouting and more

Call Mike

660784503 / 962297363

SWIMMING POOL COVERS
Thermal pool Covers
Heavy Duty Covers
Made to measure

We also Repair pool covers
Free no obligation quote
12 months Guarantee

Call Anthony 618451146
Email anthonypoolcovers@hotmail.com

Need an Extra Pair of Hands ?
I can help......From Light Building
and Painting to General Odd Jobs
or, Just a helping hand.....
Cheap Hourly rate Very Reliable
Chiva, Turis, Macastre,
Montserrat Areas

Call Mark 691235211

DEAADLINE TO BOOK
ADVERTISING SPACE
FOR THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE
IS AUGUST 25TH

Tel 902733622

Email info@inlandtrader.net

Whatever your Trade
Wherever you are
the place to
be seen is in the
THE Trader!
DEADLINE TO BOOK ADVERTISING SPACE
FOR THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE IS AUGUST 25TH

Tool & Plant Hire

Removals & Storage

Tel 962200170
663350787

MOVERS
Speedy Service
Assured

Mini Digger Hire
WPH Plant hire

European Delivery and Collection
Tel - Spain 0034 962 132 441
Mob - Spain 0034 630 730283
Mob - UK 07903 031 048
Mail - eurovan@hotmail.co.uk

• 1.5 and 3 ton excavators
• Tippers, trailers, dumpers and motorized
wheelbarrows.
• Generators,pumps,concrete breakers and saws.
• Strimmers,brush-cutters and garden shredders.
• Wide variety of electrical tools.

Ring 628252483 for reasonable rates

Materials
SAND, BALLAST, TYPE 1, Etc.
Fast and reliable delivery service
covering most areas, reasonable rates.

GENERAL TRANSPORT SERVICES.

Tel 692790377
Fencing & Gates

UK 0044 7766693826

SPAIN UK SPAIN
Removals & Deliveries
Regular Trips undertaken

Single items to full truck loads

Y & H GATES

...................................................
CHAIN LINK FENCING

Rigid Perimeter Fencing & Walls For a free No Obligation Quote
please visit www.Billericky.com
or call 962 384 094 / 628 613 350
....................................................................

www.lenasparra.com

Basic Display
BOX 12.50 euros per month/
Tel 902733622

Antiques & jewellery

GOLD WANTED

PRIVATE CASH
BUYER WILL PAY GOOD PRICE FOR ALL YOUR
UNWANTED SOLID GOLD ITEMS:- GOLD COINS

– BRACELETS – CHAINS CHARMS - NECKLACES – RINGS
– PENDANTS EVEN BROKEN JEWELLERY OR ODD ITEMS ANY
QUANTITY. BASED NEAR XATIVA BUT COVERING . INLAND
& COASTAL TRADER AREA . CALL NOW TEL/FAX

962132815 OR Mob659835036

Excellent quality metal gates.

Made-to-Measure.
Decorative or Plain. All prices include
delivery and fitting.
Cheapest around. Tel: 692790377.

STORAGE UNIT
Low Rates
Secure Unit
1 hour from Valenica city
1 hour from Alicante City.
Tel 634153664

Why buy when you can hire

TOP SOIL, WASHED GRAVELS,

Spain-Uk-Spain
Regular trips
Full load, ½ load,
part load
Deliveries and
Collections in spain
Free estimate
Tel : 666810338

PC & Computers
Large Box Trailer available
Large car trailer available to
deliver your car or van safely

Tel 671797151

spainukspain@hotmail.co.uk

Email, Internet, Wireless setup
Anti virus & spy-ware
Installation and support
Hardware upgrades & backup
Microsoft certified engineer

Call Michael 638127717 Xativa

www.manwithavan.es

MAN WITH A VAN

Man & Large Van

Removals & Collections, House, Garage & Garden
Clearance Airport runs -All Areas covered
Free Quote, No Obligation

Tel 961105196/ 622276463

House Clearence

Having a Clear Out? Moving Home?
Give us a call, we will take it off
your hands. GOOD PRICES PAID Any
Area throughout the
Costa Blanca
Tel 686198531
Basic Display
BOX 12.50 euros per month

CAR SERVICES

Car-Scrapyards online
What a useful website
Since 2006, the company FranceCasse helps
the Internet users to get their used car parts,
thanks to the website Car-Scrapyards. The customer just has to make a request on the website to receive the offers of many breaker yards
in the UK. In order to make the buying of car
parts even easier, the European parts finder
added a new feature to its website, allowing
the customers to find their used car parts by
phone.
The introduction of this new feature is a continuation of the establishment of the company
in the United Kingdom. It was first added to
the website Francecasse.fr, dedicated to the
French market. As it has been successful, the
company decided to do the same thing on the
British Website.
Concretely, if a customer is looking for Ford
used car parts for example, he will have to dial
the 0911 613 6790. Then, he will be put in
contact with someone who will make the used
car part request for him.
The customer will be asked to give some information about his car and the used car parts
he is looking for. Finally, his request will be directly sent to the network of salvage yards.
Olivier Haro, the manager of Francecasse,
underlines the fact that this phone number is
a way to attract a new type of customer: “We
strive to help people finding their used car
parts more easily. Thanks to this new feature,
anyone can find his used car spares, even if
he is not comfortable with the Internet or if he
doesn’t have time to make a request online”.
About Francecasse.
Francecasse is an online parts finder based in
France.
Founded in 2006, this concept is the result of the
collaboration between Internet development specialists and car experts.

Display advert.
Black & white
60mm x 30mm - 12.50€ 60mm x 45mm - 18.50€
60mm x 60mm - 25.00€ 60mm x 90mm - 33.00€

All prices are per issue based on a
3 month booking - Plus i.v.a
Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

Jaguar Cleaning Services
Industrial-style home vacuum cleaning
De-Spider; De-Dustmite; De-Soot
Recommended especially for asthmatics

Tel: Eugene 680 872 351
Valencia City and Suburbs

BREAKERS YARD
HGV, Vans, Cars, Bikes.
Most vehicle parts in stock.
Vehicle scrappage service.
Free pick-up and transfer.

Call 692790377.

Car repairs on all Makes and Models
Revision - Brakes Oil Leaks - Tracking
- Shock asorbers . Replacement Batteries - Tinted glass - Car Music System
Second Hand Cars for sale.
Translation Machine, if you don’t
speak Spanish. We have many
satisfied English Customers.
Av. Caballer Ximen De Tovia, 13- Xativa On
the main road along from the Train Station
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PRIVATE PROPERTY

SALES in Spain

BELLUS, VALENCIA
189,000

ONTINYENT, VALENCIA
340,000

BUY direct from the owner
www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
Town House Vall De
Gallinera, ALICANTE 99,000

Property Sell or Exchange
considered in the Chesterfield or
Alfreton area (Derbyshire).
Contact Mrs Scutt on

96 6406505

Fantastic Villa with 4 bedrooms on a plot
of 18,000m2. Minutes from the village
and 30 minutes from Gandia and the
beach. Investmnt opportunity for a place
n the sun or holiday rental business.

Mr & Mrs Norwood
(0034) 962293271 699758557.

August 2010

Tel 902733622

ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah, 10,000m2 plot. Landscaped gardens, private forest area, large Driveway
parking for 5+ cars, almond orchard, 10 x 5 filtered
pool. On two levels, down stairs, 2 bedroom Bathroom, American style kitchen dinner lounge. Upper
level 4 bedrooms, Kitchen breakfast room. Large
lounge and terrace. Bathroom. swimming pool 10 x 5
filtered with Roman steps. Valued at 475,000 –asking Price 320,000€ Tel Lou 618329511

Business Premises
For rent
Business premises and
living accommodation for
sale in the sought after
historic quarter of Xativa.
Situated in a busy pedestrian street en route to
the twice weekly Xativa
market. Rare freehold opportunity and is suitable
for multiple purposes.
The property offers 50m2 over 4 floors. In need of
total refurbishment but we are informed the roof
has been replaced within the last 3 years.
Tel 964412563

FOR RENT

INDUSTRIAL UNIT
IN XATIVA, poligono Cami Estret, Near Eroski, 2 elevatiing
doors, 400m2 1400 euos a month

Tel 696476429

Email anne.harris48@yahoo.co.uk

More information on all these properties and more at www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
ALCOSSEBRE, CASTELLON
159,000

XATIVA, VALENCIA
285,000
•
•
•
•

5 Bedroom House with Swimming pool
and Garage. 4 Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build, 7000m2 Fenced Plot. Bright
spacious property with a good size kitchen.
Garage suitable for conversion into a flat
for relatives or rental income. Solar Power
* no electricity bills. just 10 mins drive from
beaches Contact

Large property tastefully reformed to high standard, Lots of
extras. Must be seen
3 Bedrooms, Reception ,
Lounge, American style kitchen
with Island, Pool Bar.
Office, Garages Store. 2 pools

Town House Vall De
Gallinera, ALICANTE 99,000

GENOVES, VALENCIA
249.000

Property Sell or Exchange considered in the Chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire).
Contact Mrs Scutt on

96 6406505

Susan Tel 634153664

3 bedrooms
Ensuite x 2. Swimming pool
Lounge, Dinning room Kitchen
store rooms pond gardens.

Carol Tel 0034 634154280

Mandy TEL 698201986
mad_mandy_666@hotmail.com

Now is the time to start marketing your property with www.thespanishpropertyshop.com
MURCIA
RODA GOLF & BEACH RESORT

PLA DE CORALS VALENCIA
490,000

Resale opportunity of a 3 bedroom home
with 2 bathrooms and private terrace. Floor
area of 95 m². Ground floor property with
private underground car park and storage room included in the price. Communal
swimming pools and lifts.

Tel Vincens 696 476 429

Set in plot of 5000m2 with
497m2 of construction.
Looking for something unique and special in
a property contact 634153664

CATALUNYA
180,000

BENIDORM, ALICANTE
frontline 320,000

Catalunya. Semi -Detached Bungalow

10 metres from Poniente beach with uninterrupted views acroos the entire bay. Apartment
block set in private secure grounds with swimming pool , lawns , basketball and play areas.
Underground parking space + 2 individual locked
store rooms. ( Further parking space and 2 stores
available if required)Fantastic Investment opportunity rarely available in this residential block Tel
634153664

PRICE 160,000 euros
Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool,
Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.

Alan Richardson
(0034) 977270968 or
627008302

See you property in print and on the web Tel 618329511
100 € for 6 months or take up our special limited offer of 200€ until sold*.
*i.v.a not included. Price changes and amendments to contact details can be made during the booked period. The client is responsible to confirm continued advertising is required after 12 months

August 2010

www.thetraderonline.es

•

Tel 902733622
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Where do we Deliver
Inland & Coastal Trader

Front Entrance
Carrefour
GANDIA Valencia

Display advert
from 12,50 euros
a month
can you afford
not to!

Carrefour Distribution Points

Vinaros Restarante Croissanteria . Gandia / Front Entrance.
Carrefour Eliana Cafe
Carrefour Cocentaina Cafe
Carrefour Petera Sweet shop and Cafe
Carrefour Sagunto Cafe
Carrefour Paterna Cafe
Carrefour Villa Real Lottery
Carrefour Alzira Cafe
Carrefour Massanasa Cafe
Carrefour Onda Coffee Shop express
Carrefour Reus Carrefour
Carrefour Tarregona
Carrefour Tortosa
Carrefour Torredembarra

Barcelona
Tarragona

Download FREE www.thetraderonline.es
PROVINCE
ALBACETTE
Almansa
Caudete

PROVINCE
ALICANTE
Alcocer de
Planes
Alcoy
Alfafara
Algueña
Almudaina
Alqueria
d’Asnar (l’)
Banyeres
de Mariola
Beneixama
Beniarrés
Benifato
Benilloba
Benillup
Benimarfull
Benimassot
Biar
Cañada
Castalla
Cocentaina
Quatretondeta
Dénia
Elda
Famorca
Gaianes
Orxa (l’)
Millena
Monóvar
Muro de
Alcoy
Ondara
Onil
Pedreguer
Pego
Petrer
Planes
Salinas
Sax
Verger (el)
Villena

PROVINCE
BARCELONA
Sitges
Sant Pere
de Ribes
Cubelles
Castelldefels

Barcelona
City
Eixample
Raval
San Cugat
Borne
El Prat De
Llobregat
Les Corts
PROVINCE
CASTELLON
Alcalà de
Xivert
Benicarló
Benicasim
Burriana
Cabanes
Càlig
Castellón de la
Plana
Oropesa
del Mar
Peñíscola
San Jorge
Torreblanca
Useras
Vall d’Alba
Vila-real
Vinaròs
PROVINCE
TARAGONA
Ampolla
Ametlla de
Mar
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Flix
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Mont Roig
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Riba Roja
D’Ebre
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Tortosa
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Salou

PROVINCE
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Ador
Agullent
Albaida
Albal
Alberic
Alborache
Alboraya
Alzira

Alcúdia (l’)
Alcúdia de
Crespins
Aldaia
Alfafar
Alfauir
Alfarrasí
Algar de
Palancia
Algemesí
Alginet
Almiserà
Alpuente
Alqueria
de la
Comtessa
Andilla
Anna
Antella
Aielo de
Malferit
Aielo de
Rugat
Ayora
Barxeta
Barx
Bèlgida
Bellreguard
Bellús
Benagéber
Benaguasil
Benavites
Benetússer
Beniarjó
Beniatjar
Benicolet
Benifairó
de la
Valldigna
Benifaió
Benigánim
Benirredrà
Benisanó
Benissoda
Benisuera
Bétera
Bocairent
Bolbaite
Bonrepòs i
Mirambell
Bufali
Bugarra
Buñol
Burjassot
Canals
Canet d’En
Berenguer
Carcaixent
Càrcer
Carlet

Casinos
Castelló
de Rugat
Castellonet de la
Conquesta
Catadau
Catarroja
Corbera
Cortes de
Pallás
Quatretonda
Cullera
Chella
Cheste
Xirivella
Chiva
Chulilla
Daimús
Domeño
Eliana (l’)
Enguera
Ènova (l’)
Fontanars dels
Alforins
Foios
Font d’En
Carròs (la)
Font de
la Figuera
(la)
Gandia
Genovés
Gestalgar
Gilet
Godella
Godelleta
Granja de
la Costera
Guadasequies
Guadassuar
Guardamar de
la Safor
Jalance
Xeraco
Jarafuel
Xàtiva
Xeresa
Llíria
Losa del
Obispo
Llutxent
Llocnou
d’En
Fenollet
Llocnou
de Sant
Jeroni

Llanera de
Ranes
Llaurí
Llombai
Llosa de
Ranes (la)
Macastre
Manises
Manuel
Marines
Massamagrell
Massanassa
Meliana
Miramar
Mislata
Mogente/
Moixent
Moncada
Montserrat
Montaverner
Montesa
Montroy
Náquera
Navarrés
Novelé/
Novetlè
Oliva
Olocau
Olleria (l’)
Ontinyent
Otos
Paiporta
Palma de
Gandía
Palmera
Palomar
Paterna
Pedralba
Picanya
Picassent
Piles
Pinet
Polinyà de
Xúquer
Potríes
Pobla del
Duc (la)
Pobla de
Vallbona
(la)
Puig
Puçol
Quesa
Rafelbuñol/
Rafelbunyol
Rafelcofer
Rafel-

guaraf
Ráfol de
Salem
Real de
Gandía
Real de
Montroi
Requena
Riba-roja
de Túria
Rocafort
Rotglà i
Corberà
Rótova
Rugat
Sagunto/
Sagunt
Salem
Sempere
Serra
Siete
Aguas
Silla
Simat
de la
Valldigna
Sollana
Sueca
Sumacàrcer
Tavernes
de la
Valldigna
Teresa de
Cofrentes
Terrateig
Torrent
Turís
Utiel
Valencia
Vallada
Vallés
Villalonga
Vilamarxant
Villanueva
de Castellón
Villar del
Arzobispo
Yátova
Yesa (La)
Zarra
Gátova
San
Antonio de
Benagéber
Benicull
de Xúquer
And More

Catello de
Plana
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www.spanishfootballsports.blogspot.com
REAL MADRID | OZIL
WILL BE NEW PLAYER
FOR 2011-2012
According to Spanish
Sports daily “AS” this is
the deal between REAL
MADRID & German 21
year old International &
WERDER BREMEN midfielder MESUT OZIL. The
player will stay one more
year at his current German

Club & finish his contract,
this will unable the player
to come “free” of transfer
payment because as of the
1st of January 2011 the
player is free to negotiate
with the Club he chooses &
Werder Bremen has nothing to say at all.
Therefore the news is that
there is an “agreement”
that Ozil will sign for Real
Madrid when he is free &

CARLES PUYOL ANNOUNCES HE
WILL CONTINUE 2 MORE YEARS WITH
SPANISH NATIONAL TEAM

FC Barcelona & Spanish International defender CARLES PUYOL has announced
that he will continue defending the colours
of the Spanish National Football Team two
more years. This means he will stay available for “call ups” until 2012 when the

become the first new signing for season 2011-2012.
This way Werder Bremen
can keep their young star
another season & Real
Madrid secure the German
with a “zero cost” transfer.
Nice deal! Let’s believe this
is all true & that the agreement holds. As we all know
Football has a funny way
of making firm situations
change very quickly.

European Nations Cup takes place & will
be celebrated under the dual hosts Poland
/Ukraine.
Spanish National Selector & Coach Vicente Del Bosque has convinced Puyol
to continue & reach the 100 International
Caps mark. Currently Carles Puyol has 90
International Caps with the Spanish Team
Till Next Time Stiker.

August 2010

Tel 902733622

Having a clear out
Looking for furniture
Buying or Selling
Visit
www.thewarehousespain.com

Jessica Ennis In To 7/1 For Bbc Sports
Personality!
There can be little doubt that that Jessica Ennis has become the nations new athletics darling and she is the 7/1 second favourite to be
named as the 2010 BBC Sports Personality
of the year with Hills. The Sports Personality
betting has been a minefield in recent years
with the last four favourites failing to take the
title and Hills offer 5/2 that the winner will
come from outside the current top 11.
“Jessica is nudging up the list and she could
end up as the favourite in the next few weeks,”

said Hill’s spokesman Rupert Adams.
William Hill 2010 BBC Sports Personality Of
The Year: 2/1 Tony McCoy, 7/1 Jessica Ennis, 7/1 Mo Farah, 8/1 Andy Murray, 8/1
Hamilton, 10/1 Phil Taylor, 14/1 Graeme
McDowell, 20/1 Lee Westwood, 20/1 Amy
Williams, 25/1 David Haye, 25/1 Jenson Button...........5/2 Anyone else!

Register and receive a monthly update
of new Stock and products. And be
the first to know about the not to be
missed bargains.

Register for FREE

England Backed For Second Test: Will Pietersen
& Cook Come Good?
England

are being well
backed to win the second
test after thrashing Pakistan
in the first match. With one
eye on the Ashes cricket fans
will be hoping that Pietersen
and Cook play themselves
into form with Hills opening
a book on both batsman’s
1st Innings runs. Pietersen
is 11/10 to score a fifty, 7/2
to score a hundred and 11/8
to score 24 or less. Despite
their woes Hills offer 1/6 that
Cook starts the first Ashes
test and 1/16 that Pietersen
does.
“The selectors will be desperate for Cook & Pietersen
to show some form at the

British Athletes Set For
Strictly Come Dancing:
X Factor 100/1 To Be
Pay Per View!
With rumours abound about
who is going to appear in this
year’s Strictly Come Dancing, William Hill have opened
a book on the profession of
this year’s winner. Hill’s have
installed a soapstar as the
4/1 favourite, while a musician is quoted at 5/1. Jess
Ennis and Rebecca Adlington
have both declared an interest in appearing on the show,

weekend and the odds suggest that Cook is playing for
his Ashes spot!” said Hill’s
spokesman Rupert Adams.
1st Innings Runs:
Pietersen: 11/8 0-24, 7/2
25-49, 11/10 50+
Cook: 5/4 0-24, 3/1 25-49,
11/8 50+
First Innings Pieterson v
Cook: 8/11 Pietersen, 1/1
Cook
First Innings Score A Fifty:
11/10 Pietersen, 11/8 Cook
First Innings Hundred: 7/2
Pietersen, 9/2 Cook
William Hill 2nd Test: 1/2
England, 3/1 Draw, 5/1 Pakistan
ANDERSON 1ST INNS WICKETS: 5/1 NONE, 4/1 ONE,
10/3 TWO, 3/1 THREE, 9/2

FOUR, 5/1 FIVE OR MORE
Top England Bat: 10/3
Strauss, 7/2 KP, 4/1 Trott,
9/2 Cook, 11/2 Collingwood,
6/1 Morgan
Top England Bowler: 15/8
Anderson, 11/4 Broad, 7/2
Finn, 7/2 Swann
Man Of The Match: 8/1
Strauss, 8/1 Anderson, 10/1
Pietersen, 12/1 Aamer, 12/1
Asif, 12/1 Swann, 14/1
Collingwood, 14/1 Broad,
14/1 Finn, 16/1 Butt, 16/1
Trott, 16/1 Morgan, 16/1
Gul, 16/1 Kaneria, 20/1 Bar
Ashes: 4/6 Australia, 9/4
England, 9/2 Drawn Series
Pietersen To Start The 1st
Ashes: 1/16 Yes, 7/1 No
Cook To Start First Ashes
Test: 1/6 Yes, 7/2 No

an athlete is 6/1 to win, the
rank outsider is a politician
at 16/1.
Despite murmurings of ITV
making their top shows Pay
Per View, Hills are offering
100/1 that this year’s X-Factor is a PPV event, while XFactor 2011 is 50/1 and the
2012 show is 20/1.
“We understand that the BBC
are going all out this summer to get some big names
and if one of our golden girls
takes part it would be a great
ratings boost,” said Hill’s
spokesman Joe Crilly.

William Hill Odds:
Profession Of Next Strictly
Come Dancing Winner: 4/1
Soapstar; 5/1 Musician; 6/1
Athlete; 6/1 Showbiz Personality (WAGs etc.); 7/1 Sportsman/woman (excluding athlete); 8/1 Newsreader; 10/1
Actor/Actress
(excluding
soaps); 16/1 Politician.
Will X-Factor Go Pay Per View:
100/1 2010; 50/1 2011;
20/1 2012

Interested in selling your stuff ?
Private or Business, You can sell YOUR
unwanted items, New or Second hand goods,
cars or liquidated stock on
The Warehouse Spain website.
IT’S QUICK & SIMPLE

Visit the site and get started

Special offer
1st month FREE
FREE*
*Max 5 Adverts per person
CURRENTLY OVER 200
NEW AND USED ITEMS LISTED

FOR SALE
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Levante Golf Society

El Plantio 23 July 2010

•

Tel 902733622

Valldigna
Golf Society
Foressos Golf 20 July 2010

Photograph Left to Right: John Costigan; Martin Gates; Rob Westlands: Alan Turpin: Michael Harding: Graham Hutson

H

ot and very humid conditions
greeted the thirtythree members and
guests at the very
welcoming El Plantio
golf course. The format of the day was,
for the majority, a
Stableford competition contributing to
the annual Player of
the Year (POY) event,
whilst four players
played in different
knockout competitions. Nearly everybody was on time (!)
but the latecomers
did cause some difficulty for the early
starters who could
not get onto the practice facilities until the
green fees had been
paid; they miscreants
have been identified!
The conditions and

slower greens than
usual helped to produce some super
scores. Rob Westlands continued his
recent run of fine
form by winning Division 2 with 39 points
(off 27) and was
closely followed by
the steady Graham
Hutson with 38 pts
(30); in third place
was the ever-improving Michael Harding
with 37 pts (30). In
Division 1 Anne Edwards had a cracker
of a game scoring
40 pts off 12 that
earned her a reduction to a new EGA
handicap of 8; her recent run of fine form
means she is leading
the POY by a mile! In
a close second place
was Alan Turpin with

39 pts (19) whilst
Martin Gates kept
his handicap intact
with 35 pts (8). There
were two Nearest the
Pins that were won
by Malcolm Neil (9th)
and Graham Hutson
(18th); there was
only one ‘2’ and that
was by Anne Edwards
(who was generous to the Captain’s
Charity afterwards!).
John Costigan won
our guest prize with
a creditable score of
35 pts (14).
In the Syd Smith KO,
Frank Carroll beat
Martin Shaw 3 & 1
whilst in the Plate
KO Rob Brown had
a good win against
George Bishop 6 &
5. All members are
encouraged to play
their next round of

the knock outs before the appointed
dates; details on the
web site.
Our next meeting
will take place on
6 August 2010 at
Alicante; please be
there no later than
9am for registration
and money collection. The format will
be a Team Challenge
arranged by the Captain!
Levante Golf Society
is a small and friendly group of enthusiastic golfers located
in the northern Costa
Blanca region. New
members are always
welcome and contact
details can be found
at www.levantegolfsociety.com.

Pego Golf Society – Competition Report – July 27th 2010
After the excitement of last
week’s Monte Pego Cup it was
back to normal this week with
a singles Stableford competition for which there would be
three divisions, with prizes being awarded to the 1st and 2nd
place finishers in each division.
Additionally, as is normal, there
were prizes for Nearest the
Pin on the 3rd and 16th holes.
Ronnie Webb was back in harness this week and organised
the Balls in the Water and 2’s
competitions. There were 36
members contesting the prizes
today and they received a warm
welcome from both the weather
and our captain, Brian West, who
also extended a very warm personal welcome to his two guests,
Brook Williamson and Alan Barwick, both of whom were playing merely for bragging rights as
there were insufficient guests
to warrant their own prize. The
greens staff continue to perform
their daily miracles (with one or
two deserving beatification!?)
and the course was once again
presented in superb condition,
the 1st Division scores reflecting
the pristine fairways and true
greens.
Captain West (who, by the way,
thought he’d lost his totally inappropriate ‘La Sella’ hat but, on
returning to the previous tee to
search for said titfer, discovered
it still on the roof of his buggy
– we live in hopes that he will,
eventually, part company with the
blasted thing!) called on Ronnie
to announce the winners of the
two competitions he organises.
There were 93 BIW’s this week
and as the closest estimate was
too far away at 100 the pot will
roll over to next week. There
were two 2’s claimed this week
and the pot was shared between
John Chessher and Chris Riley.
Chris and wife Ann are on a fleeting visit, for which we should all

be grateful as Chris also won
Division 2 and a Nearest the Pin
prize! Martin Gates also recorded a 2 but, instead of closing the
bar as normal, he rushed off before the presentations and failed
to notify the organiser of his
2 – I suspect he will ultimately
receive his winnings as they are
destined for the Sunday Club!
There were two Summer Knockout matches this week, both
ending all square, so Jim Gillies
& Ronnie Webb and John Lamont & the gutsy Colin Foster live
to fight another day. I had the
distinct and singular pleasure
of refereeing John’s and Colin’s
match and was privileged to see
a superb fight back on the one
hand coupled with a capitulation on the other. Johnnie was
three up going down the 9th;
he was giving Colin a shot so
needed a good tee shot - he hit
a superb drive and then hit his
rescue club, barely, with the resultant topped shot careening
straight for the bridge, which it
duly hit and bounced over into
a very nice lie. Colin was on the
green for three net two – Johnny
wedged his 3rd shot to five feet
and walked off with a half! Colin
gamely fought his way back into
the match but was one down going down the 18th where he got
a par to beat Johnnie’s three putt
bogey – so a somewhat feckless
back nine from John opens the
door for Colin’s second bite of
this particular cherry!
The Nearest the Pin prizes today
were won by the two rewarded
2’s, Chris Riley on the 3rd and
John Chessher on the 16th.

The prize winners in the Stableford Competition were as follows:
Division 1 (Handicaps up to
12.4)
Winner – Brian Redfearn with yet
another superb 39 points off his
newly reduced handicap of 7.9
Runner up – Martin Gates with
an excellent 37 points off 7.4
Division 2 (Handicaps 12.5 to
18.4)
Winner – Chris Riley with 36
points off 15.2
Runner up – Donna Green (who,
I think, played off the red blocks)
with 35 off 13.8
Division 3 (Handicaps 18.5 and
over)
Winner – Ray Edmonds with 36
points off 18.9
Runner up – Dave Lett also with
36 points but off a higher handicap of 21.5 – I must mention
that I have, in the past, encouraged Dave to use a 3 wood off
the tee, a suggestion that heretofore he has ignored. Having
noticed that he was driving with
a 3 wood today I asked him why
he’d now taken my advice. He
replied that he had no choice really, as the head of his driver was
at the 75 metre marker on the
driving range!
Next week’s competition will,
once again, be at Oliva Nova, on
Tuesday, August 3rd with the first
tee time at 8:50, registration at
8:15. Details may be found on
our website, the address of
which is www.pegogolfsociety.
net. (Don’t forget to check the
play list on Friday to make sure
your name is included if you
want to play!)

The June saga started on the
15th when 24 members turned
out on a grey morning. The
weather was expected as Hon
Sec was not attending! True to
form the rain arrived and the
acting sec. Called a halt to the
competition but not before many
of the buggies had disappeared
under the floods (well not quite
that bad but you get the picture).
After some discussion with the
course management Rafa Serrano the director of Foressos very
kindly allowed us to replay the
competition the following week
at no extra cost to those who
had played on the 15th. On the
22nd the sun shone as Hon Sec
played. A similar number as the
week before took part and in ex-
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cellent conditions we welcomed
two more Spanish players.
The June results were:1st Ian Skipper (14) 36pts
2nd Paul Wilcock (24) 33pts
3rd Mike Fitzgerald (12)
31pts 4th Peter Lane (24)31pts
Nearest the pin winners were Ian
Skipper, Ed Jones, Mick Newman
and Ed Butler.

We had our second best turnout
ever when we played on Tuesday
20 July at Foressos. 29 members and prospective members
played and included a total of five
Spanish players who are most
welcome. Playing conditions
were some cloud cover keeping
the real heat out of the sun until
midday while the course was in
very good condition although the
greens were quite slow..
The winner of the first of four
competitions was Andy Mitchell
with 38 points followed by Juan
Mansanet, Andres Segura and
Reg Ditchfield.

El Cid Bowling
It’s been a funny old week. The main event has been
the midsummer madness of the evening Football
League competition on Mondays and Fridays. On
Monday night the unfortunately named Urb. Rincon
del Silencio, situated immediately adjacent to the
Club, resounded to the caustic sounds of our Leeder’s home made vuvuzellas every time a goal was
scored. No less than thirteen celebrations rent the
air as Smoking Aces sneaked into the lead on shot
difference with a three nil win, whilst Hops United
and Wysiwyg both recorded wins of four goals to
one to take second and third places.
By Friday night however, in keeping with the good
sense reportedly shown by Spurs and Arsenal, the
vuvuzella was banned from El Cid. Just as well, as
the goal tally of the evening exceeded that of Monday night to reach fourteen with Paul Truncheon’s
last delivery conceding an own goal to the No
Name. Many crocodile tears were shed as Smoking
Aces short reign as tournament leaders ended with
a three to one defeat by Hops Utd, and Wysiwyg

I would like to mention at this
stage that two of our members
were sadly unable to play for
medical reasons, Graeme Clark
having had a mild heart attack
and Mel Jones a mild stroke. We
wish them both a speedy recovery and look forward to seeing
them back on the course very
soon.
Our next meeting at Foressos will
be on Tuesday 17 August when
we shall again have an earlier
start at 9am..
The results of the July meeting
were:1st Andy Mitchell
(23)38pts
2nd Juan Mansanet (18) 36pts
3rd Andres Segura (16) 35pts
4th Reg Ditchfield (16) 34pts
Nearest the pin winners were
Dave Watts, Dave Cross, Bill Pilkington and Andy Mitchell.
This month Duffer of the Day was
Derek Sams who had tried home
surgery and very nearly amputated his index finger. Lessons
by Derek in knife sharpening are
not recommended.

steamrollered to a five two victory over Last Minute
to regain the top spot. It will all change next week.
Amazingly, despite the record high temps, Club
mornings have been well attended and with Trunchers regular hoovering of the carpet, both it, and
the bowling has been immaculate. The long awaited announcement of the coming seasons league
squads was met with excited indifference as most
members had switched their wagers as to when the
next rain will fall. There is always something going
on at El Cid.
If you are looking for some new excitement or interest, be you an experienced bowler or an absolute
beginner, come along and try out El Cid - we are
next to the Caves at Benidoleig and will be rolling
up every Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday mornings
from 9 30 am. For further information give our genial Captain David Bluff a call on 96 505 8266 - it
could change your life !
El Del

Now Open
Country Gardens is Back! Bigger and Better
See our new Hanging Basket area
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many items at HALF PRICE
Tables and Chairs 30% reductions
Indoor Vases buy 1 get 1 free
Outdoor pots buy 2 get second half price.
Patio Heaters were 210 € Now 109 €
Solar Lighting Massive reductions
Water Features 20% off

ENGLISH SHOP

Country Coffee Shop
•

Cream Teas

•

Toasted Teacakes

•

Light Snacks

•

Come along relax and enjoy

NEW OPENING HOURS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heinz Beans only 55c
Cheaper that UK
English Bread 1.49 €
Pataks Sauces 1.99 €
Good selection of Frozen foods
Households products
Wonderful selection of greeting
cards
Chocolates sweets and crisps

OPEN 5 DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 am / 2pm
Closed Saturday & Sunday
Need inspiration for your garden try
Country Gardens Landscape
& design service.

MINI DIGGER AND
DRIVER FOR HIRE

Shop 965825754

Mobile 639590102

T

rader

Classifieds

Tel 902733633

FREE CLASSIFIEDS under 500€
MAX 25 WORDS PER ADVERTISER
Over 25 words excess charged at 15 c/pw
Email advertise@thetraderonline.es
Goods over 500€, cars motor bikes, boats trailers etc etc
Business related, property for sale or for rent 20 cents c/pw

Tel 902733622

FOR SALE

FRIDGE under-worktop
size 85 x 55 cms, class A,
3 yrs old, LG. 50€, tel
669545181 or 977059969
L’Ampolla
FENDER SQUIER Stratocaster electric guitar.
85€. Tel 962135869 or
664422810. Ken, Ontinyent
ROTAVATOR two stroke
engine good condition two
sets blades also wheels
225€ Tel 965 529 715 Onil
BEDROOM
FURNITURE, 2 bedside cabinets,
3 drawer chest, 7 drawer
tallboy. Green stained solid
wood, good quality. 100€.
Xativa area. jcalccam@
hotmail.com for photos.
Tel 962293133
PINE
FURNITURE
PACKAGe: dining table,4 chairs,coffee table,3 seater settee,2 chairs
blue,gold,brown,,good
condition,425€,
Tel
965496209,Aspe/La Romana
DINING TABLE 4 Chairs
90€, Kitchen table 4 chairs
75€, Blue bed settee 75€.
Folding bed 40€. 2 pine
bedside draws 25€ each.
Tel 637909080 Cocentaina
CAMERA Older 35mm
Pentax 738, with soft case,
instruction book and new
loaded film (36 exposures). 20€ no offers Tel
965836484
1.9 METRE DISH plus
free view box for all
English TV. 2 years old.
400€ o.n.o. Bellus Tel
962263057
6 PINE DINING chairs
with wicker indoors or outdoors perfect condition
hardly used 60€. Tel:
965978874 / 669615185
(Pinoso).
CARBOOT JOB lot,
T.V’s, D.V.D players, oil
filled heaters (in box), floating pool cover, juicer,many
more items, worth a call
678000832
YAMAHA ELECTONE
MC600 ORGAN. With
stool, handbook, lots of
music. 300€. OVNO.
Please note this is not a
‘Keyboard’ Tel. 962129410
/628146802 (Real de Montroi.)
SIX SPANISH style dining chairs. Leather seat &
backs. 10€ each or 50€ the
lot. Ontinyent 679800327
COMMODE 75€; Wheelchair 75€; Adjustable Overbed Table 75€; Adjustable Pillow Support 20€;
Wheeled Zimmer, (Seat &
Basket) 30€; Orthopaedic
Cushion 10€. All as new.
Tel 962928069.
30 OPAQUE GLASS
PANELS 14½ cm x 27

cm with 2½ cm beveled
clear edge. 15 opaque glass
panels 13½ cm x 27 cm
with 2½ cm beveled clear
edge. 50€ o.n.o. or 2€ each.
Phone Lliria 961648404
MOBILE AIR CONDITIONER little used 80€.
Alberic area 962 443901
or 626094052
2 SETS OF GOLF
CLUBS Ideal as holiday
sets or for beginners. Mens
full set inc. many many extras. Womens half Ram set.
150€ono. Tel; 965771959
2 SOFAS FOR SALE.
one 2 seater and one 3 seater. dark green. used but
very comfortable. 100€ Tel
663713581 or 965058168
after 5.00pm. Oliva.
........................................
FOLDING BED SINGLE
15€ Treadle Exercise machine 40€. Double Reja’s
198cm X 138wide possible double gates 50€ Single Reja 140cm X 135cm
Black 30€ Tel: 962386126
M: 690381084 Ontinyent.
“4 PIECE SUITE, ideal
for outside terrace, consisting 2 seater sofa, 2 chairs
and glass topped coffee
table. 100€. 962117853,
Lliria area”
DOUBLE PINE wardrobe/ slidind doors & two
drawers 55€, J.M.L. Steam
cleaner 40€ Tel 96284
3919
PULL OUT kitchen cupboard mechanism, suits
a 400mm wide tall unit
(2000mm tall) cost new
€120.00. ideal and modern
storeage method, €60.00
KEEP FIT TREAD MILL,
onboard computer, little
use, bargain at only €25.00.
Tel 687954437 (Montserrat)
STEEL PATIO Set Blue 6
Piece,4 chairs,glass top table 80cm diameter,parasol
180cm. Brand new still
packaged.90euro Xativa
area 962132441
COMPASS 28 Inflatable Dinghy 2.7M x 1.2M,
wooden floor, 3 persons,
with oars, transport bags
and 3Hp Evinrude outboard
& manual Will fit on roof
rack. 300€ Tel.620100269
Llira
POOL TABLE Table
As New only used twice.
cost 1000€. Would like
400.00€ Buyer collects.
Tel 962126024 MonserratTuris area.
3X ORANGE GAS bottles
8€ each or 3 for 20€ Oliva.
Computer/office
chair.
Swivel, Casters, fully adjustable. Black.35€ Oliva.
Medion 14inch stereo TV.
Black. Excellent sound
& Picture. 15€ Oliva. Tel
670834068

TAVER GAS FRIDGE
vgc 250€, Eectric Halogen hob new 200€, Electolux Inspire washing machine used once 250€ Tel
667025910 Biar area.
DUAL LNB FOR 2.4M
DISH. Unused and still in
box 50€ White metal access
gate. make me an offer. nd
progs. Tel 627180542
2
HONDA
250CC
SCOOTERS SPAZIO 70€,
Foresight 90€, for spares
not run for 3 years. clear for
150€. PEGO 693468261
INVALID
ELECTRIC
scooter for sale. Battery
operated. In good all-round
working condition. No
longer required. 500€.
Tel 977477367
.........................................
MAHOGANY GLASS
cabinet with 3glass shelves
& lighting110€, Double
pine
wardrobe,sliding
doors & 2 drawers 85€, 2
wrought iron chairs-soft &
table 105€. Tel 962843919
4 SEATER CORNEr
unit settee with pooffe
modern style can be used
separate excelent condition 200 euros Castilla, Tel
655133131
BRAND NEW swimming
pool180€, Satalate dish 1.9,
200€, 2 adult bikes 80€
2electric heaters 80€. Tel
962134823
GENTS ROAD cycle 16
speed index gears new
spare tyre pump water bottle helmet choice of pedals
tripmetre vgc €120.00 mobile 615320405
LASER 4.2M sailing
boat. Needs tiller and the
odd bits. Boat is fine. “No
Trailer.” Bargain at 375€.
Tel 965977015
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
LARGE
DESIGNER
Curved Glass Shower
Screen, white curved tray,
end panel, shelves, wooden
duck board, never installed,
cost £250. €175 ono. Tel
689170226
2 PINE UK single beds
and Pine Master fully
sprung mattresses hardly
used with duvets and
bedlinen as new. €100.
Tel: 965978874/6696151
85 (Pinoso).
.........................................
HEAVY ROTORVATOR
GWO 175€, Generator 4kv
vgc 250€, Petrol waterpump water filter system.
vgc 150€, 2 SCOOTERS
good cond 1 aprilia 1 peugeot 350€, Tel 608818477.
SKY DIGIBOX, Pace
DS430N, 70€, 1 metre
dish 25€. DVD player 20€.

Electric stove 55€. Tel
962831578 Piles.
3 SECTION ALUMINIUM ladder 3.6m extends to
9m new price over 400€
good condition 150€, Tel
693468261.
THREE INTERNAL light
wood doors. 72 x 203cm,
72 x 201cm (half glazed),
72 x 185cm, including
furniture. 30€ each. Tel:
687628854.
A PAIR OF LEFT HAND
Drive (dip to right) headlamps for a Landrover Discovery 1994-98. 100€. Tel
696227339
TRAILER, As New, German, STEMA GmbH, Galvanised, Suspension, Jockey, Frame, Cover, Mounted
spare wheel (€950 in 2009)
John (Xativa) 634157206
BLACK LEATHER 3
SEAT sofa 100€, Karcher
pressure washer 30€, 2
brown leatherette bean
chairs 40€ Tel 696141493
Albaida
ROLLS SOLAR Batteries x 4 Ser4000 S530 6v.
2 years old. Guarantee in
force. €250 each. Sold together. Tel.689170226.
ELECTRIC OVEN 25€,
electric extractor hood
10€, Blue metal bunk beds,
no mattresses 25€. Tel962200151 or 676041413
L’Olleria
ESTUFA: modern look,
solid cast iron, large single pane glass door 59cm
x 38cm. used for only one
winter, good condition. Total dimensions - 68cmH x
55cmD x 69cmW. Buyer
collects. Tel-962200151 or
676041413 L’Olleria.
SWIMMING POOL intex 7.50x 3.60x1.20 complete with pump & filter
also insulation boards.
400 ono can deliver Tel
664715624.
SAFETY OUTFIT, as
new. Suit, L. Hard Hat, Ear
defenders, Safety Gloves
and steel toe cap boots,
Low Price, 100 euros. Tel.
962214144. Nr. Xativa.
GAS RANGE COOKER
5 RING & OVEN. WHITE
V.G.C.
€80:00
TEL
962127696 / 626999666
COMPLETE KARAOKE
equipment. Includes TV
Screen, Speakers, Lights
and approx 50 discs. 400
Euros o.n.o Tel 977493661
or 690029053
DOUBLE WARDROBE
light cane with mirrored
doors & 2 drawers. 40€,
Kitchen
table
70cm
chrome & teak with 2
matching chairs. 40€, Ontinyent 960707653
TWO SW350 WIND turbines 24v together will
make 48v 450€each

merlom 100 ltr electric
water boiler 50€, near muro
de alcoy Tel 619813343
//////////////////////////////////////
SKY SATELLITE system
1.9 dish with twin lnb. 25
meters cable. Sky box. Can
be seen working. Delivery
possible at cost. Xativa.
450€ Tel 637257333
OVAL COFFEE TABLE (glass top) 15€, Slow
cooker 18€, Pine flr corner cupboard 15€. Electric oil rads 22€, Lumbar
chair (cost 1800) 350€. Tel
667757843 sax
R/C TRAINER PLANE,
5 foot wingspan, futaba
radio, 2 engines, 12 volt
power panel, everything to
get you going, 250€ Tel.
696254795
WAECO 60ltr gas,mains
or 12 volt fridge 250€. Sony
vaio fz21z laptop with blu
ray 450 euros, boxed as
new.Tel 666273321
2 x BEDSIDE
cabinets chest drawers+tall
drawers115€,
computer
desk+chair 70€, 2x wooden sun loungers + cushions
95€. Tel 657204760 sax
CHROME POOL ladders,
steps. Excellent condition.
60€. Tel 618467961 xativa
SKI JACKET mens size m
wed’ze black. Ski trousers
boys grey wed’ze 14yrs
20€ each or 35€ for both
excellent condition. Tel
664482327
SONY TV VHS combo,
20” silver, remote 70€
and playsonic tv 20” silver, remote. 50€. Will sell
both for 100€. Microphone
shure 58. 50€. Tel. 628 43
53 39 oliva
PACE sky box €45. Tel
622136629
SKY+ DIGIBOX 80 gb
for sale in good condition
complete with instruction
book and remote 85 euros.
Tel 666333313 castalla
SKY BOX and sky card; 2
sky boxes and 1 card free
channels. We need a office chair,wardrope,rustic
coffeetable. Would you
like to swop? Ontinyent,
618406614
//////////////////////////////////////
J M L steam cleaner,
bought on the 10th feb
not needed Cost 77.99€.
Selling for 45€ Tel 96284
3919
WHIRLPOOL washing
machine 5 kilo load 1000
spin speed €50.00 domena press sp2000 €60.00
both good condition call
661260510
TALL CABINET with
glass doors, vgc,120€, 2
chest of drawers,30€ &
80€ ,ladies mountain bike,
30€. Tel 962730106 (lliria)
BOSH JIGSAW 35.00,

makita router + bits 100.00,
jerry cans 15€
(each)
makita belt sander 45.00,
+ various other tools, call
roger on 962850498
WOOD BURNING FIRE
- cassette type in-built fan
height 22 inches width
25 inches depth 16 inches
glass broken only 75€.
Telephone
663031188
(ondara)
MENS 2 PIECE dainese
motorcycle leathers. Size
52,blue/black/white.
Matching avg helmet size
m. Excellent condition.
250€ ono Tel 647586574
Alberic.
SELECTION of good
quality adult and childrens
books and dvds in english
over fifty items - plus other bric a brac items, tea set,
plates, ornaments etc. 30€.
suit car booter. Alborache
area Tel 962508208
BANDSAW on sturdy
stand with wood and metal
blades. 9in. Throat, 50€.
Tel. 962807579
RECLINNING armchair.
Dark ruby Colour. Two
years old good condition.
cost over 600€, selling for
225€ sax tel: 678 620 659
2.4M
SATELLITE
DISH with 2 Pace Digiboxes, 500€, Round
marble
outside
table
and 4 chairs,100€,Good
quality Chest of Drawers 100€,Tel.962730106
(Lliria)
SONY TV VHS COMBO,
20” Silver, remote 70€.
PLAYSONIC TV 20” Silver, remote. 50€ or both for
100€. Microphone Shure
58. 50€. Tel. 628435339
HP IPAQ HX4700 Handheld PC, Colour screen,
3GB of memory, wifi enabled lots of programmes
installed, complete with
docking cradle, 50€ Tel
627180542
ASPES IDEAL LA143
washing
machine.
in
V.G.C. 120€. 2 stand alone
oil filled elec.radiators
V.G.C. 12€, Round table & 4 chairs, 60€, Tel
966500121Cocentaina
5.5K HONDA GENERATOR, petrol/gas conversion, remote start. Recently
serviced, good working order. €500 Tel: Pam or John
on 965 528 671 or 696 731
290Castell de Castells
EDESA fridge freezer,
White ,good condition,
90€.Bluesky, mobile aircon
unit/de-humidifier,120€
.TILER 50ltr water heater, new element 80€ Tel
647503841

WANTED
2.4 Metre Satellite Dish,
must be a six piece petal
dish. Tel 687954437
GON gas for Mig Welder
tel.620100269
DIESEL GENERATOR.
5Kva min. Uk resident/
holiday villa. Can collect.
Murcia & Alicante & surrounding. Contact Debbie
: Uk 07720 841494, 0044
1474 363446, email debsdame@maritime12.freeserve.co.uk.

pets
FIBI AND BONI - two
female cats - both spayed
- urgently seeking a new
home together. They are 2
and 3 years old. Unfortunately the owner needs to
return to the UK to care for
an ageing parent. If you can
help please telephone:
962813023 or mobile
628751166
HOME wanted for two
18months female cats
both been spayed and have
friendly quiet nature tel
666 998805
SMALL cross 4 1/2 years
old, also very good with
other dogs, good natured,
chipped and has passport.
They can be seperated Contact Karen 687 619 363
FREE PETS
CLASSIFIEDS
If you are looking for a
home for an animal and
are not charging then the
advert is free. Email advertise@thetraderonline.es

PERSONAL
MALE 55 seeks older
lady for no strings fun and
friendship inland alicante
608769740
DIVORCED MALE W.T
.M lady about 50 to 60
years old for friendship
,diner,holidays etc. Tel
699836237
Are there any ASTROLOGY Groups Ontinyent/
Xativa? If not, Do you have
knowledge? Would enjoy
meeting monthly? Discuss
a chart? carola.robbins@
yahoo.co.uk
ATTENTION
ALL
BOOKWORKS1
Enjoy a good read? we
would like to start a reading
group in the Ontinyent/Albaida area, probably meeting once a month. Anyone
interested, please contact:
Jenny 962386126 or Ann
619433515
Email
classifeds@inlandtrader.net

25 words for Free
Private goods for sale under 500 euros ONLY
Excess charge 15 cents per word

T

Mercedes ML 55 AMG 4X4

luxury model. 2003 Spanish Reg,
125K, Metalic Green, Full equip
with leather, climate, Sat Nav
computer, 6 X CD, telephone etc
etc. Worth 25k but accept 17,000
euro’s for quick sale or Pos PX.
More details
Tel : 659835036 (Xativa)

SHAKESPEAR 16ft
SPEEDBOAT

115hp suzuki engine
electric start,tilt and trim
comes complete with
trailer,waterskis and doughnut both with towing ropes
and 5 life jackets
2600 euro
Tel 962132441

Ref AUG
ROVER 45 W reg English registered, Serviced May 11 months Mot,
65,000 miles. vgc, 1800 euros. Tel Janet
676151318. Muro. Ref 187 July
...............................................................
KUBOTA KX41-2 mini digger. Rubber
tracks, three digging buckets, rops, canopy, 1.5ton. Mechanically sound ready to
work. 4950 euros.
Phone 962201653. 609325851. Ref Jul
199
................................................................
CLASSIC MERCEDES 500 sec coupe.
Oliver body work, red leather & Wood
Trim. RHD. 1988, auto, apreciating classic 3750 €. Tel 627156881/ 962132668
Ref July
CLASSIC CONVERTABLE WW BEETLE. New Hood, 1973, special alloys in
red, everyone stares, perfect mechanics,
needs a good polish, garaged last 4 years
4000 € Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref
210july
4X4 TOYOTA RAV 4, 3 doors Swb,
Rhd, Beautiful condition, low milage, 2
lady owners, blue body work, twin sunroofs, alloy wheels, v reliable, auto, 2995
€ Tel 627156881/ 962132668 ref 201
july
................................................................

Ref July

Caravans
PEUGEOT CAMPER van (Diesel)
Sleeps 4, comfortable 2 adults 2 children,
(but has slept 4 adults) Regularly serviced
and full ITV. Fully fitted with fridge, water heater, gas fire, oven and hob. Seperate
cubicle for shower and chemical toilet.
Fitted wardrobe + Cupboards and drawers. Outlet for electrical hook-up Fitted
bike rake (3 positions) 2,000 euro ONO
Tel 962135083. Mob 679312712 or
689457014

Household non business releated
classifieds are free
up to 25 words and upto 500 euros
per advertiser per issue.
If you wish to advertise more there
is a surcharge of 15 cents per word.

PROPERTY
LINAGE
FOR SALE
FOR RENT

20 cents per word
KIA PICANTO 1.1 EX. reg 2005, orange
metallic, automatic,air con, air bags, anti
lock brakes,driving lamps, colour coded
bumpers, MP3/CD/radio, low mileage,
excellent condition, spanish car (LHD).
€5000 For more info and a test drive call
687954437 (Montserrat). Ref SAT
................................................................

ADVERTISE
YOUR CAR
CARAVAN
BOAT , BIKE
FOR

FREE
WITH PHOTOS
FOR ONE MONTH
AT
www.thewarehousespain.com

Email

classifieds@thetraderonline.es

Tel 902733622

LOW
COST
Storage

SHORT &
LONG TERM rates
Tel 634153664

STAMPS WANTED

Hi I am fourteen and have just
started stamp collecting
so if you have any stamps
from any where in any condition would you consider sending them to me please.
I don’t have any money but i
can pay for the postage to me.
Please call Lizzie on
672883797

rader

PROPERTY

ALCOSSEBRE 5 Bedroom
Swimming pool, Garage. 4
Double Bedrooms, 1 Single.
150m2 Build 7000m2 Plot.
Bright spacious property with
good size kitchen. Solar Power
* no electricity bills.Set in a
beautiful secluded and private
area, I hr North of Valencia
City 159.000€ Tel Mandy
698201986
mad_mandy_
666@hotmail.com Ref sps
..............................................
ALBORACHE
€194,000
*Large Town House with 2
self contained Apartments * 5
beds* 2 Bathrooms* 2 Kitchens* Patio* €700/m rental potential* Tel 691235211
...............................................
BELLA VISTA, 3 bed villa
with pool. Needs TLC. but
great bargain. 176,000 euros.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
BUGARRA, new build, 3 double beds, 1 bath,kitchen,lounge.
110m2living sp, 2500m2 plot.
Beautiful views, ready to move
in. Mains water, genny electricity. 99,000eur(Ref 3968 )
.............................................
NR CASINOS Casinos: Idyllic country- house, 3 years old,
marvellous panoramic mountain and sea views, new pool,
living space abt 135 sqm, 3
bedrooms, lounge with open
fire & dining area, large living
room, attico-style, fitted kitchen, 3 sun terraces, garden, plot
1700 sqm without any visible
limitations to the surrounding
nature; new solar-generator,
connection for solar panels,
2 big water deposits . Price
110.000 Euros.
Tel: 960615246 Ref Aug
.............................................
COTTAGE for sale in the
lovely area of Casinos. 2/3bed,
1 bath, kitchen, lounge. 95m2
living space, Mains water &
electric. 85,000eur.(Ref 3718)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
CATALUNYA. Semi -Detached Bungalow. Two Bedrooms, Swimming Pool, Attractive Garden. 400 sqm Plot.
160,000 euros/ Tel owner
Alan
Richardson
(0034)
977270968 or 627008302
Ref Mar11
.............................................
OLD DOMENO,great location, casita of 1 bed, 1 bath,
kitchen with fantastic views.
Mains water, electric can be
connected. 40m2 built, 500m2
plot. 29,000eur (Ref 3948) Tel
962728066
.............................................
BUSINESS for sale. First
class supermarket and internet
cafe. Ideal for a couple to run.
For sale due to owners retirement. To include all stock.
60,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ref tscah

www.currenciesdirect.com

GROUND floor 3 bed. apartment with private courtyard.
Furnished.
79,000
euros
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA4th floor apartment,
no lift, large with 4 beds.
69,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510 ..........ref tscah
.............................................
MONTE PEGO, Spectacular
views, reformed apartment,
95,000 euros. Tel 962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
.............................................
OLIVA BEECH, 2 bed.
ground floor apartment with
parking. 91,000 euors Tel
962856034
/962853510
ref tscah
..............................................
LA FONT, 3 bed apt.,
good condition with private
30m2 terrace. 79,000 €. Tel
962856034 /962853510 .........
ref tscah
..............................................
OLIVA, massive reduction,
beautifully reformed 3 bed
t/house in very good area,
lovely terrace 110,000 € Tel
962856034
/962853510.ref
tscah
...............................................
NEAR OLIVA town hall,
150m2 4bed t/house, 2 terraces, sat system, good condition.
116,000 €. Tel 962856034
/962853510 .............ref tscah
.............................................
ONTINYENT
TOWN
HOUSE, 280 m square partly
reformed, mortgage availble
to transfer 130,000 euros. Tel
618329511
..............................................
ONTINYENT . Casa Sirrah,
10,000m2 plot. Landscaped
gardens, filtered pool. On two
levels, 6 bedroom 2 Bathroom,
2 kitchens 2x lounge valued at 475,000 –asking Price
320,000€ must be seen Tel
618329511
..............................................
RAFOL DE SALEM, stunning 3bed t/house, terrace
leading from master bed, with
fabulous views of mountains.
Tel 962856034 /962853510
ref tscah
...............................................
FANTASTIC
BARGAIN,
Oliva Nova Golf, I bed
luxury apt. on this exclusive
development,good
rental income, 136,000€ Tel
962856034 /962853510 ....ref
tscah
...............................................
PEDRABLA house to be finished, mains water and mains
electric, 1km into the town,
lovely views, good access.
2/3 beds, bath, lounge, opened
kitchen. All materials included
in the price. Very good value.
80,000eur(Ref 4046) Tel
962728066
...............................................

Want to save Money?
on your transfers See page 2

BARGAIN VILLA, due to
personal reasons this 2 bed
beautiful villa at Les Fois is
offered for very low price
of 139,000 € negotiable. Tel
962856034 /962853510 ref
tscah
..............................................
XATIVA – Stone Built
Farmhouse 3 Beds 2 baths
Completely reformed. CH .
AC . All mains . ADSL. Bar .
Pool.Hot Spa. Feature gardens
289.000€ - 962282370
...............................................
VILLA to be finished in Villar del Arzobsipo, two floors,
7 beds, 2 baths. 3000m2plot,
260m2built. Deposit water,
electric has to be solar &/or
genny. 79,000eur.(Ref 3747)
Tel 962728066
.............................................
BEAUTIFUL 5 bedroomed
villa in Villar del Arzobispo,
recently reformed, spacious
lounge, kitchen with diner, one
bath, 5 double beds. Terraces,
pool. Mains utilities. Great
value. 135m2 living space,
1100m2 plot. 129,000eur.(Ref
4048) Tel 962728066
..............................................
PROPERTY with potential in Villar del Arzobsipo,
mains water and electric can
be connected. Two building
on one plot & pool. 3000m2
plot, 150m2+50m2 built.
40,000eur.(Ref 3662)
.............................................
VILLARdel
Arzobispo,
4 double bed, big lounge,
kitchen, 1 bath, mains water,
solar+genny electric. Ready to
move in. 800m2 plot, 100m2
living sp. 99,950eur (Ref
3892) Tel 962728066
.............................................
VILLAR del Arzobispo, 3
double beds, poss to extend
it, 1 bath, kitchen, lounge.
Mains water, mains electric.
Outbuildings. Very good access, 5 min into the village.
110m2 living sp, 4000m2 plot.
120,000eur(Ref 4018) Tel
962728066
..............................................
OWN HOUSE VALL DE
GALLINERA 35 mins from
Oliva Beach The centrally
heated accomodation comprises of a large groundfloor
room which has potential for
more rooms and/or storeplace.
2 double bedrooms one with
annexe sitting room. Fully
fitted Kitchen, Living Room,
Breakfast Balcony and Terrace. Price 99.000 euros or
Property Exchange considered
in the chesterfield or Alfreton
area (Derbyshire)For more
details and photos go to www.
thespanishpropertyshop.com
to view Or contact the owner
direct Tel Mrs Scutt on 96
6406505 ...................REF.sps
.............................................

www.authoriseddealerinspain.com

Tel 902733633

BUILDINGPLOT for sale
in a residential area in Camp
Lliria. The last one available.
Mains water connected, possible to connect mains electric. Ideal for wooden chalets.
4,600m2. 20,000eur(Ref 3505)
Tel 962728066
..............................................

RENTAL

ONTINYENT Long term
rental villa. 4 bedrooms.
Swimming pool available
Long term only from September 650 euros per month Tel
618329511
..............................................
XATIVA Farmhouse 3 bedroom Long Term rent. From
September. Swimming pool
spacious. 750 euros per month
Tel 618329511
...............................................
Property adverts
20 cents per word
Email us today
advertise@thetraderonline.com

www.thewarehousespain.com

Boats

Advertise your
Property in print
and on the web for
6 months
100 euros plus i.v.a
For more details
Tel 618329511

BT SERVICES AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT SPAIN

BT means BUSINESS
Running a business usually means you are receiving the
standard residential telephone services, whilst being
charged Business rates to ensure prompt attention when
there is a technical problem. BT understands the
importance of your Business Telecommunications,
especially when it comes to performance and price.
Which is why BT offers 3 excellent packages for small
to medium businesses, plus bespoke services for larger
companies to ensure the product is specific to your
business needs. In addition If you would like to improve
your Telecommunications and reduce costs contact us
today with details of your requirements.

Tel 902733633 ask for the Business department.
Bespoke Services for those who mean business
BT Provide Technical Support in English

Office 2

Office 1
VPN
ADSL
INTERNENT

RTC / RDSI
Back Up
Network

4 Telephones on plan 24
6 Computers Internent connection
2 RTC/RDSI Plans

Aimed at businesses with one or more offices, or home and office
in a single bill, need to have a fixed cost and control of their
communications, both telephone and Internet .
eOficina is a service package that includes three types of
components to complete your business communications

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

Up to 6mb broadband +
400 minutes FREE calls to the UK & Europe

Line rental included!

ELEE
FWR
IRE SS
ROUTER

FREE 1000 mins to call your friends
on Spanish Landlines +
FREE Technical support in English
FREE Online Billing
FREE Voicemail
FREE Caller ID
FREE Caller call waiting
FREE Transfer of your existing number
FREE Panda Antivirus

€
Worth 79.00

Only

56,87€
PER MONTH

+
10€ off
Plus I.V.A

Every Month
for the 1st 6 months

English speaking technical department. Answer phone in English. No Hidden Extras
BT Mobile internet and Telephone Services available start saving NOW!

Now you have a choice with BT in Spain

Tel 902733633

www.authoriseddealerspain.com

